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· Central and ARS·
settle at $6,200
By JAN RICHARDS

Drinkwater, director of student ac- .
tivities, compiled a file of purchase
orders and requisitions to deterAfter five months negotiation mine the monetary losses.
with the Atlanta Rhythm Section,
''They made. a couple of offers to
the Associated Students of Central us that were substantially less than
have recovered all monetary what we wanted and what we felt
losses as a result of the cancella- we needed to settle it squarely. It
tion of the rock group's nearly sold- just went back and forth," Patterout concert which was to have son said.
taken place at Central Oct. 18.
Ikeda said ne is pleased with the
According to CWU Assistant At- settlement. "The ARS and their
. torney General Gary Ikeda, who lawyer dealt in good faith. They
negotiated the settlement, the ASC seemed interested in seeing that
recovered $6,200 last month after a
we got our money back," he exseries of phone calls and letters to plained.
ARS' New York lawyer Robert
Patterson is also pleased. "It's
Epstein. Ikeda would not release money back into our budget what
the amounts of earlier offers by was lost. That, along with the sucEpstein but, said the figures were cessful show in March (Ted
always close to $6,000.
Nugent/Sammy Hager) will help
"The settlement was everything promote future concerts,'" he said.
that we paid out of our pockets.
Patterson is hoping to schedule
What he had tried to negotiate at another CWU concert soon. "I've
Photo by George Moy
Ah, 'the sights of jazz'
first was our out-of-pocket ex- got the word out to people who matpenses, plus $10,000 in credibility ter, that we are interested in doing
Margo Schemidt, Pam Billings and Chris Coffing perform a number with Jazz Bond I in lost weekend's opendamages," said Phil Patterson, another show in May or sometime
ing
performance of the "Sights and Sounds of Jazz." See story, page 8.
ASC concert and film coordinator. in late spring."
". . . we decided that we would
Earlier this month the ASC
push for that - but would not settle began negotiations with the Marfor anything less than complete shall Tucker Band for a possible
,
out-of-pocket expenses."
CWU engagement, but the band
Those out-of-pocket expenses in- changed tour plans.
cluded the payment of stage hands,
''A lot of people call up on the
regulations rather than by a recent fine line between what might be
equipment rental, advertising and phone and say so-and-so is coming
By MATT McGILLEN
surge in complaints.
sexual harassment and a
settlement with James Lee through the area and you go back
Of the Campus Crier
"We haven't had any complaints . legitimate flirtation.
Stanley, the scheduled lead-in act and forth with offers and figues,"
''The line is crossed if the person
that have reached the level I would
for ARS.
Patterson said. "The Marshall
While sexual harassment on the encounter. This (the policy) is who is the subject of the attention
Stanley, who Ikeda said was Tucker Band decided they were go"very understanding" during the ing to tour the Midwest instead of job or in the classroom may be an simply the product of continuing to wants the other person to stop and
negotations, will receive approx- the West coast. That's the way unpleasant reality in other places work fo update the policy of Affir- the other person won't," she said.
Lecompte also said she thinks
imately $400 of the settlement.
these things work. It's always real or colleges, Central Washington mative Action."
Although the university has had there is more chance for sexual
University appears to be virtually
Ikeda, Patterson and John iffy."
free of the problem.
no previous policy directly concer- harassment problems between
According to Gale Lacompte, ning sexual harassment, Garrity employer~ and employees outside
Central's director of Affirmative said the directives contained in the the college than between
Action, which handles problems new policy were ''fundamentally employers and employees or
that may arise from sexual harass- nothing new'' from the policy laid students and teachers on the camment, she has never had a single out by Affirmative Action and that pus.
Dr. Darwin Goodey, ~ Central
formal complaint from a student the college "would have handled a
or an employee of the university in complaint in much the same way · psycholpgy professor, agreed. "I
wouldn't say that education is imher four-and-a-half years at CWU . as this policy states".
"There's nothing that I know
According to Lecompte, a mune to it. But the way the promoabout that is a problem," Lecomp- number of court cases in the in- tion system is based here, I don't
te said, although she did not rule tervening years since the passage see many employers in a position
out the possibility.
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act promp- to do that much. Very few people
"Anywhere you have males and ted the Equal Employment Oppor- are in a position to give promof emales working and interacting, tunity Commission in the fall of tions."
However, if a person is being
the chance is there that there may 1980 to require that a policy be set
The CWU Boord of Trustees acted on 18 issues at their quarterly
be
one
(a
sexual
harassment
pro·
to
protect
both
the
employer
and
s~xually harassed on the job, there
meeting April 10.
blem).''
the employee.
is something they can do to help
And while she has never had a
Decisions arising from those themselves before they report the
. formal complaint, she has had "a court cases determined that sexual problem.
couple of low-key type things harassment was a form of sex
"You should start documenting
where people come in and ask me, discrimmination which falls under the pccurences,'' Lecompte said.
'is this sexual harassment, and - Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and "Write yourself a ·series of little
· what should I have done when this _ "so the same things that covered notes." The documentations
iliary services, said the extra
happened?"'
sex discrimmintaion also covered should be periodically witnessed
By MELISSA YOUNG
revenue will be used for "long
University President Donald sexual harassment", she said.
and initialed by a friend or coOf the Compu:; Crier
_overdue" improvements. The cost
Sexual harassment may include worker. The witness need not see
Garrity, who recently sent out a
Central's Board of Trustees ap- of the plaruied improvements will
sexual harassment policy state- explicit or implicit promises of the incident itself, Lecompte said.
proved a recommendation Friday be approximately $1.5 million, he
ment to all of Central's faculty and career advancement in exchange
If someone is being harassed on
'night to raise Housing & Food Ser- said.
'
staff, said the school looks to be for sexual favors, or threats the campus, she said there is a direct
vices rates by appro!dinately 10
President Donald Garrity and
"clean".
victim's career might be adversely route they can take.
percent next year.
Business Vice President Courtney
"That's one of the nice things affected if the sexual demands are
''Come and see me,'' said
The minimum resideTJ.ce hall fee Jones backed the recommendaL~compte, who's office is located
about this campus. By and large rejected.
will be. $1,992, as compared to a tion.
we appear to be free of some of the
Unsolicited, deliberate and in Barge Hall 201 on the CWU cam$1,810 minimum charge this year.
Hill also noted that CWU
kinds of things that are troubling repeated verbal comments, pt..~. "Then I can do something
Maximum fees will go from $2,077 presently has the third highest
other people in other places,'' he gestures and physical actions of a abcut it."
to $2;289.
rates in the state, behind the
What Lecompte will do, once she
said.
sexual nature also fall under the
1
Rates for both single adult apart- University of Washington and
ha.: a compiaint in her hand, is go
Garrity's issuance of the policy, criteria of the policy.
ments and fainily dwelli.ngs will go_ Washington State University. He
which defined and explained the
Lecompte said a potential pro- and ;;ee the accused person herself.
up by $19 per month, eff ::ctive May went on to explain that Eastern
concept of sexual harassment as blem may start out in a kidding or "I'll talk to the person one-on-one
31 for new occupants and July 1 for Washington has fewer residence
well as describing 'the university's joking manner and then suddenly · and tell . them th'-' e .has been ~
continuing tenants.
facilities and that Western h?s
guidelines for dealing with the pro- turn personal. The problem is com, s~e HARA~$a ~ P" ~ '})
l Wendell Hill, directr·r _o_f_aux_·_·-____
se_e_T_R_u_s_T_EE_s_,_P_a_gc_;\_1_s_ __;l . Plem, was prompted by federal pounded because there is such a
Editor

CWU free of sexual harrassment

Trustees rneet

Housing upped I00/o
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-----Assassination attenipt---..
'

.

NCAA criticized for playing game anyway
Campus Digest News Service

Controversy continues to rage
over the televised coverage of the
NCAA basketball championship
just hours after the attempted
assassination of Preside~t Ronald
Reagan on March 30. NCAA officials have been criticized for not
postponing the game in light of the
afternoon's events.
NCAA officials made the final
decision just moments before the ·
8:30 p.m. game time. According to
David E. Cawood of the NCAA, the
decision to hold the game as plann- ·
ed was made following reports that
the president was out of surgery,
and had been given a good prognosis by his doctors . .
NBC, which televised the game,.
admits it stood to lose a lot of
money if the game was de~ayed,
according Arthur Watson, president of NBC sports. But Watson
claims that if President Reagan
had not been .out of surgery, or had
been in grave danger of losing his

president was in good condition.
President Reagan himself-penned
a note while in the recovery room
that said, "on the whole, I'd rather
be in Philadelphia." But in the opinion of many columnists across the

country, the game should have
been delayed until the following
night, like the Academy Awards
ceremony.
. Critics say that even though the
fans who had come to see th~ game

a good way
to help shy

the controversy. They feel the real
crisis was over, and that the game
should proceed as planned. NCAA
official~ claim no pressure was exerted by NBC regarding the decision to play or postpone the game.

•

Networks choke under pressure
Campus Digest News Service

Criticism of the television network coverage of the attempted
assassination on President -Ronald Reagan is now running second only
to the current criticism of the lack of protection for the President.
Without its calm and efficient stalwark newsman, Walter Cronkite,
CBS managed to lose its major audience share to ABC. But ABC had
its own problems. Frank Reynolds had several on-the-air composure
problems, causing ABC to finally throw in a co-anchor to help calm
him down.
Rumors were reported as fact throughout the afternoon, without
having properly been verified. Initially, reporters said Reagan had not
be.e n hit; later NBC mistakenly reported he was undergoing openheart surgery.
.
And depending on which source you listened to, the alleged assassins
age fluctuated from 22 to 45. Friends of James Brady, White House
press secretary who was wounded in the brain by a bullet intended for
hfe, the gam_e would have been Reagan, were undo.ubtedly relieved to hear that he had not really died
as all three networks reported.
cancelled.
If Haig critics were quick to jump on _h im for misstaking the line of
An announcement was made
before the game· started that the . succession to the presidency, journalists should have been quick to ·

Tonight Show

would be inconvenienced and
might not be able to stay in town to
see. the game the following night,
the tickets could have been refunded ~nd re-sold.
NCAA officials seem puzzled by

•

note Dan· Rather's gaffe on why the assassination attempt was a
federal crime (Rather ascertained it was because the crime was com;.
mitted on federal property; history buffs know it was because after
President John F. Kennedy's death, it was made a federal offense to
attempt to assassinate the president).
Regardless of the mistakes made in transmitting information in a
cirsis situation, viewers seem to expect more from television
newsmen. Of course the media itself did not dwell on its glaring
mistakes, but viewers were not blind to the inconsitencies.
According to one viewer, "I was very disappointed in the coverage. I
felt like just telling them to shut up instead of theorizing and trying to
fill in.air time with obvious blunders and rhetoric.''
Comments from future journalists who watched the entire day's
coverage included: "It really hurtsthe credibility of the profession"
and ''you'd .think they could be more careful when they are reporting
something as important as whether or not someone just died."
"It seems as though they get carried away with the smallest pieces
of information," says another viewer. "The only person I believed to
know exactly what he was talking about without adding flourish~s or
'local color' was Dr. (Michael) O'Leary. He ought to replace
Reynolds.''

•

-·

•
:

•

.VSU paper censored,·threatened
Campus Digest News Service

The student newspaper at
Virginia State University at
PHILADELPHIA, Penn. (CH)Petersburg, Va., has had its future
What's a good way to learn social
funding threatened and publication
skills and overcome shyness?
schedule nearly interrupted for
Watching "The Tonight Show''
disobeying an order from the
can be a good start, says Universiuniversity administration to centy of Pennsylvania Psychology sor two articles.
Professor Jeffrey Young.
The editor, Derek Davis, raq two
Young, a staff member at Penn's articles that the administration
Center for Cognitive Therapy,
had requested not be.
often has clients who are unable to
One called venereal disease an
start relationships, because of "epidemic" on that .campus, and
their shyness or a lack of social the other article reported that the
skills. One of the first things he · campus food service had caught 75
does with many of these patients is rats during one week of trapping
have them watch Johnny Carson the rodents.
on late-night television.
The president of the school,
"The idea," he says, "is that one Thomas Law, asserted that there
of his real skills is being ab.le to is not an "epidemic" of VD on
make people feel comfortable campu8 after he discussed the
talking, being a conversationalist. situation .with the local health
For people who don't know how to department.
:1 ct in initial social contact, watLaw had been told about the
ching is very helpfull."
stories before they were to run,
Young doesn't want his patients and ordered the student newspaper
to copy Carson, however, only not to run the two stories.
learn from him. After a patient has
Law says that he was not trying
viewed "The Tonight Show," to censor the newspaper or decide
. Young will practice conversation what was publis~ed, he was only
1
with him, pretend to be a stranger.
This kind of therapy can help some
patients overcome shyness and
help others learn more appropriate
Campus Digest News Service
social behavior, Young says.
The overabundance of talk
An error in the mathematics secshows might make such treatment . tion of the College Board's
easy to find, but Young cautions . Scholastic Aptitude Test has
against using other hosts as role brought questions about the qualimodels. Merv Griff:n and Dinah ty of SAT tests and their usefulness
Shore, for example, "come on so for college admissions.
strong, they put off people, even
Two recent errors appeared on
foe people that are watching," forms of the Scholstic Aptitude
says Young.
Test and the Preliminary

questioning whether the two
stories were in "good taste."
On t.h e day the newspaper was to
be distributed, the administration
ordered the papers not be
distributed, and allegedly told the
paper that their funds were being
cut-off. The paper receives a subsidy of $15,000 per year.
The president of the school insists that he did not say he was cutting off funds, only that he did not
want any more · editions of the
paper produced until "we mt down
to discuss the problem . . . . It had
nothing to do with the First
Amendment at all," he said.
The editor and staff defied the
administration again, however,
and distributed copies of the paper
the next afternoon despite the
order to cancel distribution.
Once the controversy between
the newspaper and administration
became public, support for the
paper grew.
Other schools in the state pledged support of the paper, news
media and the professional journalism society Sigma Delta Chi
came to their defense.

SAT errors arouse questions
Scholastic Aptitude Test that were
given last October. The Educa·
tional Testing Service, which
develops and administers .tests for
the College Board raised the scores
of 256,000 high school students
because of the mistakes on the test.
Nearly 450 additional students
were eligible for national or state
scholarships as a result of the increase in test scores of the SAT.

The administration apparently
backed down, however, and the
publication had been put "back on
schedule," according to the president.
Freedom of school newspapers
had been a controversial subject

for many years, but numerous
court cases have decided that even
though a school may technically
own their student newspaper, the
first amendment still protects the ·
student staff from censorship by
the administration.

Reagan budget could

close 281 un·i versities
•

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CH) College enrollment will decline by
500,000 to 750,000 students, and 281
smaller institutions will be forced
to close if President Reagan's
higher education budget cuts are
enacted, a group of college and
university presidents told a . U.S.
House subcommittee.

grams, especially 'in the social and
health sciences, and will also erode
the overll quality of . educaiton,
Fx:atwell said.
The Office of Management and
Budget has estimated that the
Reagan cuts could force 281 small
schools to close down, says W.
Richard Stephens, president of
The Reagan administration has Greenville College in Illinois.
recommended cutting .federal sup- Many of those schools have a high
port for higher education by 20 per- percentage of students receiving
cent, from $16.9 billion in 1981 to financial aid, and would lose those ·
$13.45 billion in 1982. All forms of students if aid is cut while tuition is
-student aid, including grants, loans r1smg.
.
.
and Social Security benefits, would . Larger ~c~ools, llke the Umverbe substantially cut, as would fun- . s1ty of .rnmo1s, ~ould also suffer,
ding for research and develop- . says._. l~~ _pre~1dent, Stanley
ment.
Ikenberry. In addition to direct
student aid and research cuts, the
These cuts would prove school stands to suffer from reduc"devastating" to higher education, tions in funding for the arts · and
said KK. Gretwell, chancellor of humanities endowments, the Corthe University of North Caroline- poration for Public Broadcasting
Charlotte and chairman of the and health professions education~
board of the American Council on Cuts in Medicaid funding will hurt
Education. Besides causing a the university hospital, says
significant rise in student costs, Ikenber ry, since 66 percent of its . •
the R.eagan budget will cause a patients have annual family in~ t
serious cutback in research pro- ! comes of $7,500.
·

•

•
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Men .-vs- Women ,

Who are the better drivers?
ter driver, a man or a women,"
Mr. µtuersdorf said. "And, who's
to say if sex is any determination
of driving ability? There have been
Not too long ago, women drivers many studies, a lot has been writ' were the· butt of many jokes, and · ten, but there is really nothing conseemed to be generally assumed clusive to support the argument
that men made better drivers. To- either way." ·
day, with women driving just
Yet, another traffic safety exabout everything from trailer- pert said that, ironically enough,
trucks to jet planes, the stereotype there is a certain time period when
of the dizzy female driver wreak- women do make better drivers
~ ing havoc on the highway is no
than men and.another time period
longer accepted.
when men are better drivers than
But the question is still being women.
asked: .Who makes the best
The expert explained. ''Between
drivers? Men or women? The the ages of 16 and 24, women pro·outstanding student or the average bably make better .drivers than
·one? Someone who's mechanically men simply because they're more
inclined, or someone who has no concientious and more careful
mechanical ability whatsoever?
than men of the same age. Men
Let's ·start with the oldest form between the same ages seem to
of the argument first: "Who makes have this -macho image that they
the best drivers? Men or women?" feel compelled to- live up to.
A recent study done in Great Bri- Therefore, they tend to take more
tain proclaimed that women were chances, drive faster, etc.
worse drivers than men. And the
HConversely, these same young
moan that eame from English men tend to become better drivers
women echoed across the Atlantic than women their own age as they
to our shores, where an equally get older. The men tend to become
comprehensive American survey more responsible as they settle
revealed that men were involved in down, get married, have families.
Moreover, the men generally tend
more accidents Ulan women.
Moreover, an American to do more driving, and more
psychologist who studied auto ac- varied driving, than women of the
cidents over a period of nine years same age.
was able to report that male
·u there's no way of resolving the
drivers were more prone to have better driver question on the basis
accidents than women, and that of gender, what about grades?
men also had a worse history of What, if any, relationship do
traffic violations and poor driving marks and scholastic standing
records.
have with driving ability?
A spokesperson for a leading inNot much, according to the exs ur an c e company said that perts - except that the student with
''females make better drivers as -higher grades generally tends to be
far as insurance companies are more conscientious and therefore
concerned. Young men have more more responsible than the young
accident reports than their female man or women who is merely concounterparts." Another insurance tent to get by. And, the experts concompany said the same. "As far as cur, responsible people tend to .
the underwriter is concerned, make better drivers.
young men are considered a
Where does all this leave the
greater risk than women of the mechanical wizard and the allsame age." _
thumbs klutz? "The fact that soAl Laeursdorf, Administrator, meone is mechanically trained or
l Highway Safety Program Services inclined ·doesn't make him or lier
for the National ·Safety Council, the better driver," Mr. Lauersdorf
puts the argument in its proper of .the. National · Safety Council
perspective. "It's been a longstan- points out. "In fact, a person who is
ding feud as to who makes the bet- mechanically inclined and knows
Reprinted with permission from New Driver
copyright 1980 by Curriculum Innovations,
Inc., Highland Park, IL.
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lllustratiori by Mike Wark

his or her way around cars might
be more inclined to take risks
simply because they have this
knowledge. And that is dangerous.
Sex, grades and mechanical
abilities aside, are there any
general characteristics that can be
attributed to a bad driver? A
leading psychologist thinks there
are. Dr. Robert M. Goldenson
reports "that many accident
repeaters have been found to have
basic traits that make them accident prone." These people are
generally:
1) Restless and distractible.

2) Highly impulsive.
3) Aggressive.
4) Intolerant of authority.
5) Emotionally unstable.
6) Ul)able to tolerate tension and
frustration.
7) Inclined to trust luck.
8) Take chances to prove their
ability to handle any emergency.

his company considers a good student driver someone who:
1) Was licensed .for at least two
years and was tpe principle
operator of the licensed vehicle for
the past year.
2) Was the sole owner of the vehicle . .(While that is perferred, coownership with a household
relative is acceptable.)
3) Does not have any license
suspensions or revocations.
~ 4) Has no chargeable accidents
or no more than one minor violation since licensed.
5) Only infrequently lends his
car to someone else in the case of
an evergency.
6) Uses the car for commuting
only under 30 miles one way, either
to school or work.
7) ·Doesn't drive a sports car, a
customized van, or a high perfor- ,
· mance automobile.

about who makes t.i1e best driver
breaks down to each and every individual.
Each person must take it upon ·
him-or herself to improve driving
habits. Driver education is a start,
and it makes you a better driver,
but not necessarily a safer one.
With drivers training you know
what to do. It~s up to you to prac, tice what you've learned."

Job Fair

set for ·
April 22
By GRETCHEN STOHR
bf the Campus Crier

With a promise of being the most
successful year yet, Centrars ·
After all the myths are exploded eighth annual Job Fair will be held
and the statistics erased, being a . Wednesday, April 22. ·
And what about insurance comgood driver comes down to one
The Job Fair, which is sponsored
panies? Do they have any criteria
thing - toe · individual. Al by such student organizations as
fot a good driver? Earl W. Rinker,
Lauersdorf of tl~e National Safety Administrative Management
Underwriting Director for a
Council says it best: "All this talk Society, Alpha Kappa Psi,
leading· insurance company said
Business and Economics Club,
Distributive Education Clubs,
Marketing Clubs, and phi Beta
Lambda, will be held in the SUB
Ballroom fror .1 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. ·
Pre-registration will be held
from noon to 4:30 p.m., April 21,
Central Professor Jan Reinhard- research was completed, as part of , gram was that I didn't ·water down
and ~rom 9 a.m. to 1: 30 p.m. on
tsen has received a national award her Ph.D. ·in special education.
the information," Reinhardtsen
April 22 in the SUB Pif area.
for outstanding research in service
Others recognized this year by said. ''I treated the students like
Registration for the fair will ·be
to the handicapped, one of three the Military of the Purple Heart, adults.''
3
open to all students, free of charge.
Data from student questionwinners in this year's Military the only congressionally charted
Dean Owens, director of the
Order of the Purple Heart competi- organization for combat-wounded naires after Reinhardtsen's pro-career planning and placement
tion.
veterens, were Sally Hein at Mem- gram .showed 91 percent of the
center explained how in past years
She received the award for the phis State University ·and Daniel 1,000 St. Joseph students parthere has been excellent response
development of a curriculum to in- Rohe at the University of Min- ti c i pat in g · felt the material
from the students. Each year more
presented was good, 96 percent
form high· school students · about nesota.
companies and prospective
Reinhardtsen joined the CWU viewed it as interesting and imporhandicaps and handicapped. peoemployers accept invitations to
0 ple.
special education faculty in 1973, tant and 85 percent voted that it
participate.
An assistant professor of special · teaching for three years before should be a part of the curriculum
JAN RIENHARDTSEN
"This is an excellent time to ask .
education at CWU, Reinhardtsen leaving to complete her doctorate, for all kids their age.
"Many people in the past have . disabiiities. As future · citizens, any questions a student has,"
will receive - an all-expense-paid and returning to CWU last fall.
Her award-winning ·project, iri- learned about handicaps only when employers, neighbors and parents, Owens said• "If you're a freshman
trip to a conference of the President's Committee on the Employ- volving more thari 100 students in their children are born handicap- high school students need to know it is a way to become informed on
· ment of the Handicapped May 6-8 the St. .Joseph, Missouri schools, ped," she· said. "It's importa~t that handicapped people function, what's out there. And if you are
'in Washington D.C. ·
·
was designed to inlprove high that people learn about handicaps that they live normal lives, that looking for a job, either full-time,
· Her curriculum, . designed to. · school students' attitude · toward ·eafly, and .that they realize the they don't sit ii) the . CQm~r; rock part-tiffie or summer, it is an excellent way to ma}{e contacts."
.. modify attitudes . of' high school the handicapped, by giving them . re~ouFces open to thos~ · with and drool.".;,
· Contac~ are necessary with any
students -about ~ hartciicapped per- more information about handicap- .
sqns, .was implemente!f in St. ping conditions. ·
,·· '· ,: ·
· .
· . · .
· ·
. .
- '·career alop,g,. with the fact if one
wants to riiove up in their field one
Joseph, Missouri,. and was .. rated' Studentfeedbackfromh~nveek-·
·(·'tremendously··· successful''
by: ,long inforniation and attitude unit · · ·. . · ·
. ·
.
·
·
· · · · .r ·. · · · • · ·
'must know · ihe ,.i>eople in their
trade. The Job Fair .is an oppor~·school adminiStrators there, whQ , featuring a wealth of films ~nd
'
charged in 'federal court with arson . tunity to get to ·Jmow these people,
hc;lve:made it a·. mandatory part of audiovisual aids, ranged from: · ." I :, ··. :· . . -: Campus Digest News Service
after they · allegedly tossed the and a· · chance·· .to . ask · questions
.ib,~ir high school .curriculum~ . . ··
never knew . people ·could do so
A
firecracker and a · Michigan firecracker ip: .another student's about ari· orga11ization, or a career
, ·:.A ~,000 award;. fo sponsor ·fur- much with their toes,'~. to" I realize · S.ta't.e·University dorm room could: , '. room.
.
.ther · research ~ benefit~ing the now that ~e handicapped are peo- · mean up tG 20 .years in prison for
Damage in the ensuing blaze was through an ipterview situation.
.(.lisabled or ·handicapped,. will be _, ple too, and that they can lead nor- two students.
estimated at $30,000 to $50,000. The . The participants of the fair
·
,presented to the University ·of Kan'." mal lives." · ·
two . students were released · on represent a 'broad spectrum of of
:.Sa.s::, ,. where :.·Reinhardtsen's "One of the strengths of the proThe two MSU students were $10,000 personal-recognizance bail. occupations. ·· , ·

.~ CWU ·.prof. receives Purple Heart award

Two char

ed 'n dorn1 ;·fire ·

•
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The party
•

1s over
By MATT McGILLEN
Of the Campus Crier

As I watched the good ship "Colwnbia" lift off (on video-tape, as I
never get up before six on weekends); I couldn't help but be impressed
and awed by the inunenseness of it all. Our first space shuttle. My, my,
we sure have come a long way since the days of Orville and Wilbur. Mrs.
Wright's boys would have been proud.
But as I marveled at the huge cloud of smoke that poured out of the
giant engines as they produced their nine million pounds of thrust to get
the odd-shaped shuttle off the ground, I couldn't help but draw an unpleasant parallel between the space ship ana a college education.
Let me explain. Although Ronald Reagan has slashed almost every
other area of the budget - including reduced funding for colleges and less
federal money for college loans - he has made no attempt to hide the fact
that he is going to dwnp billions of dollars into the defense budget, a part
of which includes, in a round-about way, the financing of such projects as
the space shuttle.
So you and I are, more or less, trading the quality of our education - or
even an education at all - for a seven million pound bird-ride built for
two.
Constructed at a cost of NINE BILLION dollars, the Colwnbia is a
scientific marvel. A really incredible accomplishment. However, if that
nine billion bucks were used to further people's education, it would pay
the entire cost of putting 450,000 students through four years of college.
For a school of Central's size, the keepers of the college wouldn't have
to charge a cent for tuition, books, housing, or anything else a student
would need for the next 360 years.
Several years ago, when the Boeing Co. was in such dire straights and
people were being laid off by the thousands, a group of the displaced
aerospace workers purchased space on a billboard that read: Will the last
person leaving Seattle, please turn out the lights?
We may have to buy our own billboard - if we can collect enough
money after paying for higher tuition and other escalating costs - that
says nearly the same thing: Will the last student or instructor of administrator leaving Central, please turn out the lights.
The party's over.

The dieting game
By CINDY PHIPPS

.

Of the Campus Crier

As a rule of nature there are many things we simply tolerate. Howard
Cosen, dippity-do, and the bubble machine are only a few on the long list.
But perhaps the one most tolerated and disgusting is that great American
pasttime known as dieting.
If my memory serves me right, I have been on a diet since 1975. That little four letter word has been the cause of much misery to me.
It has led me to stare longingly at the bakery department, chew my
nails and exercise. I once took a six a.m. jogging class. Needless to say I
was there in body only and even that was just a matter of opinion.
With the arrival of spring it seems everyone goes ona diet. That's when
one realizes the folly of feasting on ding-dongs and potato chips for a
whole winter. It's not very funny to try on the .bikini and more resemble
·
Wayne Cody than Bo Derek.
However, diets are not for everyone. There are some people that
nothing short of dynamite drops in the food would keep them from eating.
I myself am sick to death of Bill Bixby's personal questions concerning
what I did over the winter. It must be that guilty conscience of mine.
My long dieting career has left me with much experience in the area.
The diet I stick with best is the seefood diet; you simply eat all the food
you see. But there have been others.
First we have the Scarsdale diet, which a friend and I tried last swnmer. We soon found that we loathed tuna for lunch everyday and almost
developed a nervous rash at the sight of cottage cheese. After two weeks
we were seen giving a large pizza o.u r best effort.
There is also the liquid and fruit diet that my roommate introduced to
me. This one works dandy if you don't plan on leaving home for over 15
minutes. This one failed for me because most of my liquids began turning
up in cans labeled at a brewery. Liquid is liquid, right?
Then we have what is called playing starving ·cambodians. Actually a
fast, my roommate and I have found that the older we get the harder it is
to stay on. Somehow it just doesn't seem fair to deny yourself one of the
few pleasures left.
Our last attempt at the starving Cambodian game left us five pounds
lighter and feeling quite proud of ourselves (not to mention hungry). As
we drove around town discussing ways to reward ourselves, we began to
make microscopic small talk so as not to let the other know what we were
thinking.
Five minutes later we were sitting in our favorite restaurant with
menus in our shaking hands.
So back to the old drawing board. Anyway, the lion always gorges itself
after the kill.

Solution to problems lies in faith
By BILL HIGH
Of

th~

Campus Crier

"In the middle of a faithless sky, there hangs a small, dark world that was once green and blue.
Some say it killed itself by stabbing all it's lovely lands with deep atomic wounds. Some say it took an overdose of hate."
I wish that I could claim these words as my own, but.they are from the mind and pen of Calvin Miller. The
quote above is probably our world's deepest fear, but year after year, we seem to continue writing our world's
epitaph of inevitable nuclear destruction.
How paradoxical it seems that a civilization such as ours, has not learned a lesson from the past. Can a
planet such as this, really overdose on hate? We seem to have a lot of things going in our favor for future sur- .
vival, such as medicine to prolong life, or cut it off in the first six months. Organized religion should be able to
conquer hate and d~struction, but then on the other hand, look at all the disagreement and bloodshed in
Lebanon, Ireland, Palestine, and third world countries.
Well, maybe these solutions are not doing much to really help, but we do live in a country that is founded on
freedom. Although some say we are really losing our liberty by wallowing ill complacency, we are strong
enough to defend what we believe in. But when was the last time we really stood up?
Nuclear defense is no defense: Who will be around to live in what we so v,aliantly protected? What is the
answer to our future?
I suppose a planet's longevity is a direct reflection of it's inhabitant's values and self-esteem. Have we lost
faith in our abilities to create a new· atmosphere or think up a workable solution?
Can we stop the domino effect of greed and panic? How can we be basions of security, when everyone else
has the same destructive solutions we have?
One day someone is going to be out of the ink to write out another peace agreement, or patience to try
another dead end policy. The threats will start flying back and forth in the forms of loaded warheads. Then,
just for a second, when it's too late to retract, everyone will finally realize the workable solution.
So our planet will pay it's sacrifice in vain. For its inhabitants will be martyrs to a concept known about, but
realized too late.
In a book well read, believed in and often tossed aside, there was a workable solution. A certain wise man
I had already paid the price for it, it was a winner! His supposed co-workers, full of jealousy, killed him and·
tried to hide his plan. But this was no problem for the individual; just a challenge to be met.
•
See FAITH, page 15

Easter: .An invention of man
my mouth.
Done looking yet? Well, you can look until the Second Coming, but you won't find a single mention of
Of the Campus Crier
Easter in the good book. Nowhere in the Bible does
Ah, Easter. Little bunnies. Colored eggs and the divine author describe any Easter events. The
word "easter" is not even in the Bible.
·
chocolate goodies. And of course, don't forget the
'mam event. The celebration of Christ's rising from
So where did it come from? Hold on to your hare
(no pun intended). Easter is derived from the word
. the dead.
!shear, who happened to be a pagan idol in the days
That's what Easter is all about, right? Wr<;>ng.
Yes, the bunnies and the eggs and the little babies of the old testament. !shear was a supposed god of
, all dressed up in their little bonnets for church are fertility, and you guessed it, it was shaped in the
! part of a special holiday. Notice that I didn't say Ho- fo~ of a giant rab~~, 8 •
· ly day. I said Holiday.
The Easter we celebrate now is unrelated and in
I didn't say holy day, because Easter has nothing my mind fairly ridiculous. And to mix it with the
to do with the end of the three-day death of Christ or Son of God is to dilute the true power of Christianity.
Now, what's that you say? "Since we've already
Christianity in ge·neral. Easter is purely an invengot it, and everyone is so used to it and everyone
tion of man.
likes it so well and bunnies really are so cute and all
I can hear the Reverend Jerry Falwell now.
"Blasphemy," he'll shout. "Blaspheyou," I'll
(and lots of people make a fortune off it) why don't
return. And just to keep things on the up and up,-I'll we just leave well enough alone?
let you prove that Easter is unrelated to Christ and
The answer to that question also lies in the
, "m.vner's manual". It goes something like this: Who
his followers.
What's that you say? "I'll just get my Bible and ever adds to what is written here, to him I will add .
show you, mister!" You took the words right out of · all the olallues of the earth. Think about that.

By MATT McGILLEN
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Article 'in poor taste' ·

.Letter policy
The Campus Crier welcomes your let-

Editor's note:
John Holtman was a member of the
1980-81 CWU men's basketball team splitting
time between the varsity and junior varsity
squads'.

To the Editor:

In regard to the Crier's recent
article on the misfortunes of Lucky
Taylor, I feel the article was written in very poor taste.
It is bad enough a fell ow student
and basketball player is involved
in a situation of this nature, but to
exploit and humiliate him on the
front page of what is supposed to
be an enfoyable school publication
is totally uncalled for.
Lucky Taylor was definitely a
"crowd pleaser", and attracted a
great deal of attention on the
basketball court this past season,
but his private life is his own - just
as are the lives of all students,
Crier staff members included.
Do you think you have pleas.ed
the crowd with this article? Certainly not! If a lesser known student, or even a member of the

Crier were mLucky's situation, I
ters to the editor.
wonder whether an article of this
Please keep ·them less than 150
nature would be. published on the
words, and type them double spaced. ,
front page?
Phrase them as though they're written
In several seperate instances the
to the editor, rather than the reader.
Crier ' has published articles exAll letters must be signed and include
ploiting fellow students' personal
your address and phone number. Phone
problems, rather than encouraging
numbers will not be published. They are
school spirit with positive articles.
necessary for verification purposes ~nThis article is not only an embarly. The Crier wiJI not print letters it can
·rasment to Lucky Taylor, but it
not verify.
also embarasses other students of
, Letters become property of the CamCWU, who were proud of the Crier . ... · · pu;-Crier and we reserve the right to
I shudder to think what ·the
shorten and edit them for clarity.
students of Eastern Washington
University would think if they were
to see this particular publication.
If this is supposed to be a public
service article, as I'm sure the ·.
Crier will rebut, I ask what
positive service does · it ac- · How come nice guys always
complish?
lose? I am a reasonably good stuFinally, . why was the article dent fed up with the false
written by the sports editor? If this juegements of others. Last Friday
was supposed to be considered a night I couldn't see a movie
sports article, why wasn't it placed
in the sports section of the paper?

.Nice guys
always lose

John Holtman
Moore Hall B-11
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JOBS-JOBS-JOBS-JOBS·
ATTENTION
Seniors and Grads
The United States -Air Force Officer
Placement Team will be on campus
to interview interested persons for a
variety of openings in the Air Force
Officer Corps.

CONTACT
Lt. Col David Hubbard
in Peterson , Hall Room 203
or call 963-2314
Schedule your interview by calling your
placement office NOW ! !

A great way of life.

Central Washington University

because I had only one dollar to my
name. Yes, I'm a starving student,
. not on daddy's payroll, and won't
. get paid until next week. So what
: did I do with my dollar? I went to a
1
dance at Quigley hall for only 50
: cents! What a great time, with 50
cnets left for Saturday's lunch!
When I got to Quigley I handed
the girl my dollar, . got stamped,
and waited ... and waited .. and
·waited. The~ I asked the guy by the
till for my change. he gave it to me
but then the girl stopped me and
claimed I had only given her a
fifty-cent piece. Well I tried t<? tell
her the truth, but who believes a
stranger? I really wasn't upset
even though she was demanding
my last 50 cnets. Then I tried to
convince her I wasn't lying. You
see I realize that people are considered gully until proven innocent. At this point I was about to
give up my last two quarters but
fell shocked at the comments that
flew from others gathered around.
One girl exclaimed, "It's only fifty
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cents. It's not going to break you!"
·My honor, integrity and pride suddenly challenged, I became
humiliated, but my principles went
into overdrive! Why should I let
people push me around when I
know ·I'm right? Was arguing
worth it? Not really! The girl said
she could not fight me but asked
me to please leave. I said,
"There's a cop. Why don't you let
him arbitrate?" With a small
crowd of onlookers I asked the cop
to step outside inorder to terminate
further embarassment. Outside I
explained the circumstances. The
policeman seemed to understand
because people on campus always
prejudged him too. He gave me a
choice between a refund or my en~rance, but by then I figured it
wasn't worth going for, since the
· cute blue-eyed blond I was hoping
to meet had already seen me, and
seen me degraded. I simply took
the apology and the money and
· left.
i See NICE GUYS ; page 15

Problem now, too many
The Scholar's Syndicate

The college student of today is
often compared to the "involved,"
"active" generation of the sixties
and found wanting. But things
were simpler in the sixties. There
was one big issue then. Vietnam.
Now the problem is too many big
issues, each of them urgent, most
of them unglamorous, all of them
overlapping, and some of them
needing a technical knowledge to
understand.
The inventory of big issues today
is so extensive that sometimes the
world seems constitued of nothing
but intransigent problems of drug
addiction, human rights, inflation,
crime, shortages, discrimination,
poverty, environmental integrity,
the l:>reakdown of international
diplomacy, and a swarm of other
major crises.
The good chance exists that what
appears to be indifference among
today's generation of students may
be simply the overload on their
sympathies, at being asked to care
about too many things all at once.
The pattern appears to be frustration, followed by guilt.
Indifference is cultivated by
many persons to deal with their
feeling of guilt, or at least an ap- ·
pearance of indifference is
· cultivated.
Game piaying and selfdestructive behavior of various
kinds offer escape for others who
do not want to face up to their
sense of failing to address issues. A
few become cynics. Fewer still
become righteous activists completely devoted to one cause.
But the moral maj<Jrity of college students who today feel the
same call to duty that idealistic
young men .and women in other
generations have felt, know that
the condition of their world is not
likely to be bettered by any one
special interest group, however
zealously served or right it may be.
Unless one wants to argue that
today's college generation is
morally and politically insensitive
in comparison to those that preceded· them, this generation's refrain
''there's nothing one person can do
that would help" probably should
be read, "I wish I knew what I

~ssues

' culture is to survive.
could do to help."
But is there any validity to the
And just as essential as this inproposition that it is up to each crease of enlightened self-interest
generation to solve the problems of must be an accompanying
the world that previous genera- decrease in respect for analysis
that has no better purpose than
tions left unsolved?
Probably older generations In- assignment for today's problems.
vented the idea that their younger (History as an exercise in faultsuccessors were supposed to solve finding is no longer useful.)
the problems · which the older · But what is enlightened selfgeneration left unsolved, as a way interest? It is surely no selfishness
of avoiding the fact that each or indifference. Rather it is knowgeneration while.solving some pro- ing that to do what is right for the
blems creates new ones, and thus sake of the right is loving thy ·
does not progress.in any absolute neighbor. It is also knowing that
we can only have peace by abansense.
For the past 300 years western doning the mentality of war, which
nations have been increasingly conceives of other human beings
obsessed with the idea that they --as enemies and exploiters.
· were making ·progress in an abFinally, the enlightened self·
solute sense. Yet one sees at a interest that is needed is a certain
glance today how erroneous that largeness of spirit, the largeness of
idea is and how often advances in knowing one's place in a universal
science and technology contribute moral order.
to the history of human misery and
Walt Whitman was speaking of
these things in saying: "Little or
disorder.
Perhaps the nineteenth-century big, learned or unlearned, white or
American poet Walt Whitman was black, legal or illegal, sick or well,
right when he wrote that there from the first inspiration down the
;'will never be any more perfection windpipe to the last expiration out
than there is now" - and he was a of it, all that male or female does
strong believer in the goodwill of that is vigorous and benevolent
mankind and the benefits of and clean is so much sure profit to
him or her in the unshakeable
technology and science.
Certainly it is not meaningful order of the universe and through
"progress" when the rain that now the whole scope of it forever."
falls in some pl~ces in Europe and
What is required of today's coleastern North America is a lege students is a harder program
destructive rather than life- than the demonstrations for peace
sustaining liquid. Nor can we, int~ in the sixties, which were
day's world of volcanic social sometimes a little more than mass
stresses that are being added to exercises in hate.
steadily by burgeoning world
For a whole generation to avoid
population, any longer consider the creating new problems would be
continuation of death-control, truly "radical" behavior. It would
through better medical practices, be revolutionary if a whole generain the best interest of mankind, tion upheld right for the sake of
unless accompanied by radical right, abandoned the mentality of
world-wide birth-control. Yet no "them" versus "us," and urged
one forsees how to institute such governments to think of universalcontrol of human birth without ly valid moral laws as the primary
abrogating historically deep motive for economic, social, and
rooted human rights.
political decisions.
The responsibility of new
- John H. McElroy, Professor of English, The
generations to solve old problems
is a fallacy: the true responsibility University of Arizona. Professor McElroy has
in each generation is to avoid Performed research and published in the fields
creating new disorders and of American Literature and American Cultural
History. He obtained his Ph.D. from Duke
maladies. A great increase in cold,
courageous, calculating, unsen- University.
timental reasoning and self·
interest is needed today if human Copyright, The Scholars Syndicate, 1981.
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Geologists
Holiday
By PATRICIA REED
Of the Campus Crier

Geology students are. like no other tourists. Few other sightseers
enthusiastically bail out of vans and start bashing up the countryside
with spiked hammers.
·-·
Not many tourists head for the ,highest peak around and come
back with delighted s~iles and armfuls of rocks.
The 9vu Geology Club spent Sprin9 break touring the Southwest,
including'-Zfon, Death 'Valley, and the Grand Canyon.
· Most of the nine days were spent traveling and sightseeing.
At the Gr~nd Canyon we camped for two nights, a rest op. predated by everyone. Below, Jim Cassidy finds a quiet place in the
shade.

A 3,000 foot vertical drop didn't seem to hinder
and appreciation of the view into the Grand Canyon.
Don Abbott, [foreground] and Rick Fredricksen relax a
few yards from camp.
·
After sunset students gathered around a campfire
to sing and ' roast marshmallows.
Ron Allen and Pete Von Nimon took turns playing

guitar and leading songs.
Dr. Ringe led a rousing chorus of 'Little Bunny FooFoo' for delighted students.
There was a lot of serious study at other times,
however. Roadside stops [below] let students explore
local geologic features ... and collect rocks.
Left to right, Pete Von Nimon, Dr. Ringe, Chuck
Lindsey, Dennis lippencott.

Among the stops were the tailings of several mines. Below, students examine
soapstone left over from an old talc mine.
Minerals that are rare to find on the surfac~ frequently turn up in such piles.
Left to right: Mike Fredricksen, Claudia Kelley, Don Abbott, J·oanne Mitchell,
Steve Burrows, and Rick Fredricksen. ·
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On Film

Central Washington University

War trauma shows in SUB Theatre
.

When pr9<1ucer/director Francis
Cop po Ila filmed ''Apocalypse
Now," he intended it to be a film
opera, transcending the surrealistic trauma of the Vietnam

\

War and dealing with the theme of
moral ambiguity. He wanted a
story that was viable in any situation where civilized and primitive
worlds meet.

\

Today in the SUB Theatre the ' Basing the story on a script he
ASC presents Coppolla's 1979 '-co-wrote with John Milius in 1970,
Oscar-nominated movie, starring . Coppolla used material and
Marlon Brando, Robert Duvall and characters from Joseph Conrad's
"Heart of Darkness," T.S. Eliot's
Martin Sheen.
"The Hollow Men" and "The
Wasteland," and Sir James
Fraser's "The Golden Bough."
Coppolla developed the finished
script from almost all raw
materials.
"It ·was a tough subject," he
said. "Vietnam is a microcosm of
war in modern times and the
themes that were evident - the
use of men, the use of dope, the
technology of napalm, the struggle, the politics of the struggle all come together to put an audience through an experience frightening but violent only in proportion with the ; id~a being put
across - that will hopefully
change them in some small way."
Sheen, who plays Captain
Willard, a man on a mission to execute Marlon .Brando, said he's

"certain this is going to be one of
the most talked about films in motion picture history.''
When the film was released in
1979, -critics had plenty to talk
about. The Los Angles Times called it a "towering landmark in film
history.''
D_uvall portrays the gung-ho
Lieutenant Colonel Kilgore. "If
what Kilgore does in the film is absurd, then the absurdity lies in the
reality." saifi puvall of his
character.
',_
Lending to the reality .is the
casting of actual Vietnamese
refugees as extras and filming in
jungle islands of the Philippines,
which resemble the terrain that
U.S. forces fought Lnrough along
the Mekong Delta and Cambodia.
Vietnamese villages, an Angor
Wat style temple and U.S. military
installations were. constructed for
the film.
Showings are scheduled today at
3, 7 and 9:30 in the SUB Theatre.

AS ATTACK HELICOPTERS buzz overhead and the sounds of smoke and bottle rOge around them, U.S.
troops participate in a Holy Communion service.

Central's 'Seascape': A 'close
encounter of another ·kind'
By GLENDA WALLACE

ween arms and legs)? asks Nancy,
portrayed by jean Clegg of
Kirkland.
Charlie and Nancy were a
"Because they're the ones with
typical married couple. They had the hands on the ends of them, "
raised their children and were Charlie replies with a touch of
ready to resume their lives as a .hysteria.
twosome again. But they couldn't
Albee's play, developed in two
decide what to do with the rest of acts on a deserted beach, carries
their years. She wanted to see all both couples through a gamut of
· the beaches of the world. He emotions - fear, wonder, anger,
wanted to do nothing.
introspection and hope.
Then Sarah and Leslie entered
Critic Clive Barnes of the New
their lives.
York Times_calls it "an optimistic
Sarah and Leslie are a couple of play, but it is nevertheless serious
lizards from beneath the sea. "We- and provocative. It is also funny,
had a ,sense of not belonging any and the humor is all th~ funnier for
more," said Sarah, the female half having a point."
of this other-worldly couple.
Albee's other works include
Thus begins the story line from "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Edward Albee's Pulitzer prize win- and "The American Dream."
ning play "Seascape," to be proIn 1975, Albee directed the
duced on campus April 30-May 3.
"Seascape" debut in New York CiRichard Leinaweaver, CWU ty. The original cast included
drama professor and director of Deborah Kerr and Barry Nelson as
"Seascape," described Albee's the human couple, with Frank
play as a "close encounter of still Langella and Maureen Anderman
another kind.''
asthe sea creatures.·
"I call it a philosopical comedy,"
said Leinaweaver. "It's a story
"Seascape" will be the first play
about two cultures. There are a lot produced in CWU's new McConnell
of questions brought up that aren't Hall multiform theatre. Advance
answered."
ticket_s are on sale at the SUB InIt's expected that when two formation Booth on campus and at
cultures meet, there will be com- the Daily Record;
munication problems, but Charlie,
played · by CWU sophomore
Tickets for the, 8 p.m. perforCharles Abernathy, finds himself mances, April 30, May ·1, 2 and 3
even having to explain what a are $4 adults, $3 students.
handshake is.
And that's difficult when the
"The Seascape cast consists of
creatures, played by Alan Gerth some very talented and experiencand Sarah Thompson, both of ed people," sai~ Leinaweaver.
Ellensburg, don't even have arms.
"Why do we differentiate (betAbernathy, of Shelton, is a
Of University Relations

drama major. He played several
roles in CWU's Lake Chelan Summer Theatre last year and has appeared in such Central productions
as "Heart is Where the Home Is,"
"Mother Courage" and "Tobacco
Road."
Clegg is a music major at Central and has won leading roles in
several CWU operas, as Violetta in
"La Traviata" and Suzanna in
"The Marriage of Figaro." She
also starred in "Cat On A Hot Tin
· Roof" and 'Matchmaker," produced by Central's drama .department.
_Junior Sarah Thompson is also a
veteran of CWU stage. As a drama
student she has appeared in ''And
Miss Reardon Drinks A Little,"
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
and John Brown's Body."
Alan Girth, a professional
weaver and leather worker, completing his theatre major here, has
appeared in "Tbe Importance of
Being Ernest,"r"""'\ The Lady's Not
For Burning" and "Saint Joan."

Film shows
1945 .bomb

victims
.

GUIDED BY A CRAZED freelance photographer (Dennis Hopper), left,
Captain Willard (Mortin Sheen), for~ground, and Chef (Frederic Forrest)
warily survey a temple compound guarded by Montognord warriors.

Classes aim at young dramatists
James Hawkins, director of
children's drama at Central, announced today a series of classes
for children and young adults at
the Child Drama Center: The
popular courses will be held for the
first time in the remodeled
facilities of McConnell Hall on
campus.

presented: ''Play building and
Backyard Theater,'' improvisations leading to unique original
plays; "Puppet Theatrics," design
and presentation of original puppet
happenings; and "Creative Televi- ·
sion Production for Children,''
creation and study of original
televisiQn productions for the
young.

New curriculum areas have been
developed to interest the young
All classses will meet on Saturdramatists from age seven to 18, days, April 25, May 9, and May 30,
according to Hawkins, who spent with presentations for friends on
the past three months on a profes- May 31 and in local schools on June
sio~al leave from the faculty as an : 1 and 2. Tuition per person for each
associate professor at the Min- · of the three classes is $15.
neapolis Children's Theatre ComFor more information and adpany and School.
. vance registration call the CWU
The following courses will be Child Drama Cenfr~· , 963-1766.

A Japanese film of the 1945 bombings of Hir0' himn and Nagasaki will
show in the SUB Pit today from 11:30-12:30. 1. msored by Central's Inland Alliance, the film shows victims of the m ear bomb and may be offensive to some viewers.
Spokesperson for the group, Louaine Magnuso.. , said they are showin:g
the film to open the public's eyes to the effects of a nuclear bomb.
"I feel the threat of nuclear war hangs over our heads. People don't
realize the threats. We want to convey to the peopll the reality of it."
The film ltas been cut from 45 minutes to 16 minutes and will show three
times betwt'en 11 :30 and 12: 30 today.
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Orchesis grows in size, quality
By TAMMY WENTZ
Of the Com·pus Crier

Orchesis, a group of students
organized to promote the art of
dance through performances, is
active and growing at Central.
Derived from a Greek word, Orchesis is a traditional name for college and university performing
dance groups.

Thirty Central students belong to
Orchesis this quarter. With the
assistance of Lana Jo Sharpe, the
performing group is open to all
Central students, although the
casting for performances is
selected by auditions.
Sharpe said since she came to
Central in 1967, Orchesis has
"grown in numbers, but more im-

portantly it has grown in quality.''

ly because of their appreciation
and enjoyment of the art of dance.
Lori Rohr, vice president of the others join to get practical exgroup, said students of all ability perience in choreography.
levels participate in the club.
Psychology, business and accounThis quarter the group performting majors are a few of those who ed with the Jazz Band in last
are involved in Orchesis. Many of- week's "Sights and Sounds of
the participants join the club simp- Jazz" program in Hertz Hall.

Sharpe said the group will begin
organizing their Spring Concert,
scheduled for May 13-16, at the
Threepenny Playhouse. The dance
concert will be choreographed by
the advanced students in the
group. Sharpe added that there
will be four night performances as
well as a Saturday matinee.

Review

Harris' voice 'perfect'
for country music
Campus Digest News Service

The criticism of Emmylou Harris has centered on the supposed lack of
emotion in her vocals, but this criticism is no more than a red herring.
Most good country music does not exude great emotion; instead its
strength is the rapport developed between the artist and the listener (for
example "Behind Closed Doors" and "For the Good Times".)
Country music is for the good times, and the vocals tell of life's toils
without any great passion - for there certainly will be future toils to face.
Country music is thus very easygoing.
The beauty of Harris' voice is perfect for country music. On
"Evangeline," her clear and strong voice assumes a variety of moods,
from the lament of "Millworker" to the racousness of "Bad Moon Rising"
to the fantasy of "Mister Sandman." The easygoing nature of Country
Music is accentuated by the clarity of Harris' voice.
Produced as usual by her husband, Brian Ahern, "Evangeline"
features some excellent background vocals. Waylon Jennings helps out
on the narrative "Spanish Journey," .and Dolly Parton and Linda
Ronstadt harmonize on the title tune. The two women form a trio with
Harris 0:1 "Sandman," which adds to the brightness that "How High the
Moon" gives the album.
Harris has written none of the songs, but her renditions lend a touch of
authority to the material. On some of the songs, for example Bill Payne's
"Oh Atlanta" the authors are included in the production.
Two ballads by Rodney Crowell, "I don't Have to Crawl" and" Ashes By
Now" rookend the ten songs on the album. "Hot Burrito 2" was written
by her late mentor, Gram Parsons, ~nd the title song was a standard of
Robbie Robertson and The Band.
"Millworker," a James Taylor song, is a Coal Miner's Daughter-type
tune thit tells of a widowed woman who toils at the factory to support her
three children. The monotony, yet necessity, of her job has her
daydrrnming ''To take me through the morning; And put me in my coffee
brea•~.. " And though she has consigned the rest of her life to the machine,
she realizes that she will" ... never meet the man; Whose name is on the
label."
The :>trength of Harris' voice mirrors the resiliency of the people in
these country tales of woe. An emotional characterization of the physically and spiritually broken women would clash with the good nature of the
music. Country Music celebrates life, but accepts and endures the trials
inherent in it. .
Harris' consistently strong vocals, emotion-laden or not, make this
album a pleasant afternoon's listening.

Photo by George Moy

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS ....:._ Pam Billings, and other Orchesis members teamed up with Jazz Band I last Friday and
Saturday in Hertz Hall.

Film group tests -rating .system
Campus Digest News Service

The United Motion Picture
Association is conducting tests in
markets across the country for a
new supplement to the current motion pictures ratings system.
Presently "G", "PG", "R", and
"X" are used to designate the
degree of violence or sex in
movies.
It is believed a more specific
description of movie content can
help concerned parents discern
whether they want their children to

see a certain movie. It will also be
valuable to adults who prefer not to
watch a certain type of activity in
the motion picture.
''There is acceptance of the
ratings system as it now stands,"
said Chuck Barnes, Director of the
United Motion Picture Association,
"But we want to see if we can help
clarify exactly what the movie contains."
Information of the exact content
(like "This movie contains explicit
sexual gestures," or "only a small
degree of violence in this film, per-
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It's a lot easier than you think. As you'll discover in the next issue of Insider - the free
supplement to your college newspaper from Ford. And it makes a lot of sense. If you' re
going to learn French, why not learn it from the experts.
Insider will include everything you need to know to do just that We'll tell you how
to get there, what it costs, how to plan, differences between American-affiliated
universities and foreign learning institutions, an outline of language requirements
and, most importantly, how to find a job.
So if you've been thinking about taking a semester or two
abroad, stop thinking. And next time registration comes
around, schedule your French class where yo_u'll learn the
most. .. in France.
Don't miss the next issue of Insider. Besides travel tips, you'll
see the great new lineup of Ford cars for 1981. Featuring
Escort, Mustang and the exciting new EXP. .. tomorrow is here
from the world of Ford.
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tinent to the story") will be given
on the movie prior to its showing in
the test markets. Then, the attendance of that movie, with the
customers already , knowing the
amount of violence or sex in the
show, will be counted.
''This woul :l be more serviceable
to parents and to their children,"
said Barnes.
In 1968, the older rating syste1.11
was revised. It had "G" for
General Audiences, "M" for .
mature audiences, and "X" for
adults only. The rating "M" was
not clearly defined. An "M" movie
could have extensive sexual content, and yet a five-year-old could
legally get in if declared "mature"
enough.
·
A rating called "GP" was adde_d
to categorize those movies that fell
in between "G" and "M".
However, "GP" was later changed
. to "PG". "R" was added and "M"
was ditched.
The 6-month program, the first
of its kind in the United States, has
just begun.
After the progam is completed,
an opinion research organization
will conduct a s,urvey in the test
market areas, asking people if
they like the new way of rating
movies, and if it helped them
decide which movies they attended.
The United Motion Picture
Association hopes that the system
can be used nationwide. Though
producers are hesitant to put
directly on movie posters and promotions the specific information
on violenc;e or sex content, information on such will be released to
the media and theatres.
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itself to rriore selectiV'e · viewmg· ,
and would be quite advantageous
for those parents who are truly
concerned about what their
children watch.
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1981 television season looks bleak
Campus Digest News Service

ABC and CBS have both released
information on their fall 1981
television series. Sorry folks, but it
looks pretty bleak.
No one can tell what a series will
be like merely from its title or a
one-sentence description, but .ev~n
the basic ideas of most of these
series
are
flimsy
and
uninteresting.
1980-81 left a lot to be desired as a
TV season. It was delayed because
of the actor's strike. The 1981-82
season might also be delayed
because of a writer's strike, but
perhaps the delay will be for the
best with what the networks have
coming up.
The most surprising thing about
ABC's fall schedule is that they
have the unmitigated gall to bring
back one of the dreariest shows
ever on television, "240-Robert."
It'll be cancelled again, mark my
word. You can't pretty up trash
that people have already thrown
away; they won't take it back.
One promising ABC show will be
"Best of the West," created by Ed
Weinberger and Stan Daniels.
They wrote for the "Mary Tyler
Moor Show" and created "Taxi".
Oddly, this series was produced in
early 1980 for broadcast in fall,
1980 and never made it until now.
ABC has 7 dramas lined up including Lorimar's "High School
Confidentail," a Dallas for teens;
"Fly Away Home," about Vietnam
war years; "Pwnper One," about
firefighters, and "Travis McGee,"
starring Sam Elliot.
ABC's comedy line-up has a
series entitled ''Mr. and Mrs.
Dracula," a high-school one,
''Homeroom," and "Open All
Night," which will be written by
Tom Patchett and Jay Tarsus.
They're two of TV's best ·writers,
so it ought to be watchable. ABC is
also making a spin-off from
"Three's Company," called
"Byrd's Nest."
Had enough? Well, hang on for
CBS's fall series. Among them
are: "Big Bend Country," set in
eastern Tennessee in 1865, starring
James Keach and Dorothy
Fielding.
-"Murder Ink" about a detective
and his wife. She runs a bookstore
of murder mystery books. The
crimes in this show will be
"exotic" says CBS .
-"Jesse Novak" is about a female
TV news correspondent. Producers are trying to get Helen
Shaver for the title role.
- "Quarrel," in which Anthony
Quarrel, a courier for the State
Department, undertakes secret
missions.
-"Simon and Simon," a light
detective series set in San Diego.
As for the upcoming CBS comedies, Harvey Shephard, VicePresident of CBS Entertainment
Programming, said they are
''somewhat inventive and daring.''
-"Quick and Quiet" are two
private eyes, one of them a ghost.
The premiere episode will air in
May. Starring will be William Win-t
dom and Rich Lohman. QuinnMartin productions developed this
sitcom.
-"Fog" from MGM-TV, stars
Richard O'Neill as a former captain of a luxury liner who now runs
a tramp steamer. Jey Sandrick
will direct the show.
-"Mr. Merlin" is a San Francisco
corcerer who also happens to run a
garage. John Astin directs the
Columbia-Pictures TV production.

_,."Money" (this title is tentative)
is about a clan of hillbillies who
move in with a wealthy family.
-"Rise and Shine" resembles a
teenage "M*A*S*H." It's about an
eastern prep school. Dan Wilcox,
story editor of "M*A*S*H" will
write it.
-"Two For The Hard Way," from
Quinn-Martin Productions, is
about two writers of a soap opera,

one older and one younger.
-"Comedy of . Terrors" is a
comedy-horror from MTM Productions. The setting is a beach house
on the North Carolina coast.
-"Pen and Inc." is a first for
television. It will utilize a new type
of animation, but is mostly real
people. It's about a New England
cartoonist who fantasizes. During
the fantasies, the show will become

animated. ·
-"W<mderful World of Philip
Malley" is an hour comedy about
an inventor-genius at a university.
It wil involve a lot of special effects.
-"Baker's Dozen" is an adventure sitcom about a New York
police department. Ron Silver, the
boss in the now-cancelled
"Stockard - Channing Show" will

star.
Movies wil keep turning up as TV
series in the· 1981-82 season. We
now have "Harper Valley P.T.A.,"
"Foul Play" with "Private Benjamin" currently being developed
as a series. Twentieth Century-Fox
TV is developing an hour series out
of 'Norm~ Rae" and a sitcom called "9 to 5".
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Quality tapes net quality recording
by Kevin Marketon
In an age of the $9.98 album,
those who love music, but can't afford the high price of albums do the
obvious. They make recordings of
favorite artists on quality tapes,
allowing two albums to be recorded for half the price of one.
They go to the · record store,
plunk down five dollars for a topof-the-line cassette, and record an
album borrowed from a friend.
Contently, they return the borrowed album, and listen to the tape.
But, if the recording sounds
more like snakes were doing the
backing vocals than singers, there
are ways to make cassette decks
record better. With today's high
technology, any cassette deck in
the $150 and up category can produce some excellent recordings, if
proper care is used.
When preparing a quality recording choose a quality tape. A poor
quality tape can "fog" a recording.
Tape decks below $350 usually
have their bias set for one brand of
tape at the factory. This _is done to
satisfy cassette tape manufacturers.
Common policy among leading
cassette deck manufacturers is to
arrange their bias mechanisms on
their tape decks for a particular
brand of tape, and then reset the
bias mechanisms for another
brand of tape after a given amount

of machines are produced. This
way, one brand of tape will sound
best on one deck, and another
brand will sound good on an identical, but different machine.
There are four types of cassette

tapes used for recording. The best
tape available on the market today
is metal tape, which has been introduced to the public only recently, but it is impractical because only the most modern cassette decks

. . . . . . .PP.!~~~. . . . . .~~

have the capability to utilize metal ' been selected, take note that there
tape. In order to use the tape, the may be a difference in how a
deck must have a special bias to 60-minute and a 90-minute cassette
take advantage of the tape's of the same brand may sound.
superior qualities. Also,,metal tape Therefore, .make it a habit to use
is twice as expensive as the next only one length of tape.

best tape available.
Without a doubt, the most
popular tape for quality recording
today is the chromium dioxide
cassette. They are compatible on
all decks, and they cost slightly
higher than the average cassette,
but they're w'ell worth it.
Ferric oxide tapes are a step
below the chromium dioxide tapes,
and they can give some quality
recordings. These tapes are used
best with less expensive decks that
don't have the equipment to take
advantage of the higher quality
tapes. The ferric oxide tapes are
the lowest-priced quality tapes
available.
Ferric tapes are the lowest level of
cassettes available today. ·The
many uses for this type of tape include factory-recorded tapes, portable cassette palyers, and . dicta ting machines. There is a
remarkable difference in quality
between the ferric tape and the
chromium dioxide tape.
Prices for these tapes run from
five dollars each for the chromium
· dioxide vari~ty, to three for a
dollar for the ferric tapes.
Brand names are important. If
high quality recording is a goal, it
would be best to buy the TDK SA
series, the Maxell UDXLII series,
and tapes from Denon,
Makarnichi, and Fuji also offer
good results from their products.
It is best to experiment with
more than one brand of tape. If
your tape deck has an instrument
called a bias adjuster, you can then
use any tape you wish, but bias adjusters are on only the best I
cassette decks. When a tape has !

Before recording, make sure
that all connections going between
the turntable or tuner and the
cassette are snug. Many times only
one side of a stereo recording has
been recorded due to this, and it
can be frustrating experience
wasting · all the time it takes to
record a tape.
Check to see if the record stylus
is clean, as this can reduce distortion and static electricity greatly,
and the difference in the sound
quality of the recording will be
significant. Also, check to see it the
recording head of the tape deck is
clean and free of dust. If the
cassette deck is used for recording
with dust on the head, a risk is run
of damaging the head which is one
of the most delicate parts of the
stereo system.
One of the most common
mistakes in recording is putting
the record on and depressing the
"record" switch, without giving
any forethought to the recording
level that would be best for the
album and tape. Fifty percent of
the time, all recordings are ruined
this way. Preview the album first,
and check the recording level by ,
setting the deck on "record" and
then quickly depress the "pause"
switch so no tape is spent.
Set the recording level on the
deck so it fluctuates around the
zero mark, and only occasionally
passes into the red areas on the
recording meter. The further the
needle on the meter goes into the
red zone, the more distortion is
created in the recording. This has
been proven to have detrimental
effects on speakers and amplifiers
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Married-wrong, hypers, angered,
underachievers, aborters, _addicts,
sex-aberrants, RECOVER DAMAGES
for FORCED ASSOCIATIONS.
Assesment by telephone. 925-4464 ·

when played loud.
At no time should the meters pass
the +3 level.
Another important thing to
remember is not to adjust the
recording level in the middle of a
song, and if you must adjust your
recording level .at all, do it betwen
songs. If the recording level is
changed in the middle of a song,
the recording quality of the album
goes down.
The turntable plays an important role in the recording of the
tape, -as one small bump to the
turntable can result in a ruined
recording. Also, the recording will
sound better if the sound of the
stylus being placed onto the record
is not recorded, as the sound is a
distracting excess.
These guidelines are of course,
only the basics. There are many
options a stereo buff can choose
when recording his tape. If one has
an equalizer, he can make tapes
sound even better then the original
album, or he can make tapes
designed especially for car stereo.
Another option a recordist has is
the use of the Dolby noise riduction system. This system was
developed in the mid-1970's, and it
significantly reduces tape hiss.
One of the problems with Dolby is
sometimes the higher frequency
range is lost because of the Dolby
system. If recording live, such as a
concert off of an FM station, consider using the Dolby system.
Remember that top-quality
recording equipment is not
necessarily the key for top-quality
results. A recordist equipped with
knowledge and skill in recording is
more likely to turn out a better
re.cording with middle-of-the-line
equipment than a poorly skilled
recordist with top-notch equipment
would produce. All of the practice
and time put into taking care of
equipment will pay off in the long
run with better performance.

Springsteen
rock 'n roll's
hottest act
Campus Digest News Service

Bruce Springsteen was ~n
nointed America's top rock n'roll
star five weeks ago when Time and
Newsweek put him on their covers.
But, at 33, Springsteen only now
is making it with that mass audience that somehow has not until
yet put the proper value on the
man.
He's getting the works on his current tour, including the screamers
and jumpers. Although · previous
tours sometimes did not draw a full
house, this time around the country he's the hottest ticket in town.
The reason for all the fuss is that
Springsteen not only is a top-rank
singer, but a poetic composer
whose lyrics cover the gamut of
emotion from growing up to breaking up. And he puts unbelievable
energy into his performances,
backed by the punchy rhythms of
the E Street Band.
Springsteen also has a sensational new album out for CBS; called "The River.'~ The product of
many months of recording studio
work, the two-record set contains a
string of peerless pearls.
The age of 30 may be over the hill
for some, but for Springsteen it's
definitely the top of the hill.
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Humphrey Bogart is showcased the SUB Ballroom. Phone 963-1216
Poetry reading by Richard DenFilms
in a double feature of the classics for reservations.
I ner will be presented April 28 in the
"Casablanca" and "Treasure of
Central Series recital perforApocalypse Now, directed by Sierra Madre." In the SUB
mance
by guest artist Paul
Francis Ford Coppola, stars Mar- · Theatre at 3, 7 and 10 p.m.
Douglas on flute. April 28, 8 p.m.
tin Sheen as a captain on a mission
Hertz Hall.
to execute Marlon Brando during
the Vietnam conflict. April 16 in
Music
Art
the SUB Theatre at 3, 7 and 9:30.
Erly Musike Springe Feaste
The 12th Annual Kittitas County
Being There stars Peter Sellers featuring the Madrigal Singers, School Exhibit will feature work by
and Oscar-winner Melvyn directed by Barb~r~ Brummett, students in kindergarten through
Douglas. April 23 in the SUB and the R~corder~, directed by
I high school at the Ellensburg ComTheatre at 3,7 and 9:30.
Russell Ross. April 24 at 7 p.m. m munity Art Gallery throug~ April
25.

Language and Literature Building
Lounge at 7: 30 p.m.
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Baryshnikov leads series
Dance
great
Mikhail l five entertainment packages: pop
Baryshnikov heads the lineup of at- ' music, jazz, dance, Broadway and
tractions on Northwest Releasing's . great artists. Subscribers pay a
1981-82 Subscription Series.
single price for the particular
In addition to the famed category that appeals to them.
Baryshnikov, who'll dance with
Inaugurated 21 years ago, NorAmerican Ballet Theatre star Cyn- thwest releasing's annual series ofthia Harvey and Pacific Northwest fers subscribers special rates,
Ballet, are the Broadway musical preferential seating, tickets mail"They're Playing Our Song" and ed to their homes or offices, and
"The Best Little Whorehouse in advance notice and discount prices
Texas." Also due for the Seattle on shows added to the schedule
stage is James Earl Jones who'll during the year.
bring Shakespeare's classic
Series brochures with pictures,
"Othello" to the Moore Theatre.
descriptions and prices are now
Others on the schedule include available in Seattle at the -Northe Joffrey Ballet, Lou Rawls, Vic- thwest Releasing Office, the Ticket
tor Borge and Cleo Laine, who'll Place at t~e downtown Bon and
team up with flutist James Galway suburban ticket agencies. They
for two special evenings at the can also be obtained through the
Opera House.
mail by calling Northwest ReleasThe new series is divided into ing at (206) 284-9940.

Bumbershoot fest set
The 11th Annual Bumbershoot
Arts Festival will be celebrated at
Seattle Center, Labor Day
Weekend, Sept. 4-7. There will be
twelve stages of live entertainment
featuring music, theatre, dance
and, comedy, plus exhibits and
programs in visual and literary
arts, crafts, photography, · film,
video and children's art.

Artists and performers interested in participating in this
year's festival should contact the
Bumbershoot office. The deadline
for applications is May 1. Information on specific areas and application forms are available by writing
to: BUMBERSHQOT, 305 Harrison
St. Seattle, WA 98109. Or call the
Bumbershoot office at (206)
625-4275.

New Photographies, a unique
collection of photographic imagery
will show in Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery through May 1.
Central Symphony Concert with
soloists Paul Douglas, flute and
Tim Strong, piano. Conducted by
Eric Roth. A designated Music
Scholarship Benefit concert, April
29 at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.

Jheatre
The Miracle Worker, the story of
Helen Keller, and directed by student Carol Chamberlin, will be
presented April 16, 17 and 18 in the
Threepenny Playhouse, 8 p.m.
, Marcel Marceau, considered as
: the world's best pantomimist will
perform at the Seattle Opera
House April 16 at 8 p.m.
Seascape by Edward Albee will
be directed by Richard
Leinaweaver and performed in the
McConnell Multiform Theatre
April 24, 25 and 29 at 8 p.m.

HELEN LEARNS TO LOVE - - Helen Keller, played by Kirsten
James, is comforted by her teacher Annie Sullivan, played by
Jaimee l'y'\iller, in this scene from the "Miracle Worker," on
stage at CWU April 16-18 at 8 p.m. in Threepenny Playhouse.

It takes more than brains
to ~;nan Anny ROTC scholarship.
I

RAPE
DOES

Photo by Debbie Storlie
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you can buy.
To Order Call
962-296~

963-2869

•BOOKS
o PRINTS

o COFFEE
~TEA
~

202 E. FOURTH
962-2375

Scholastic standing and t'< 1llege b< 1ard test
results are important factors i,11, t!ecicling wl:o
will be awarded an J\rmy l~O l C_scholar~h1p.
But it takes more than brams t(l \\"Ill a
scholarship that pays full tuition, b()()~s ;111cl lctb
fees. and provides a living allmya1.K~' of l~p to
$1,0()0 each year the scholarship 1s 111 dll'~·t.
And then to be ;1bk to handle tlw kadl'rsh1p
position that's waiting for you wlwn you gd t >lit
of college.
. .
.
So we look for mon. · grnng 111. \\c look
primarily for leadership potc1_1ti;11. ;is ckmonstrated by your involveml'nt 111 sporh or othl'r
extracurrirnlar act i vit il's.
.
.
So if vou ·&l'. a class officer. ;1 \·ars1t Y
Jetter winner:<! club president. or a ml'mlwr of.
the debating team, or show I y(lur ability t< ~
think on your feet in some otlwr \\·ay- \\'l' rl'

And. t<J makt.' sun· ;1.l!<1()d c;111dicL1tt' isll't
overlooked becatN' his or hl'r part it"ip:tl i< 11l ill
school activitil's \\":ts li111ikcl dlw lt >;1 p;1rt -t i111t·
j<ib, Wt' award sch()larshi p p< >int s f1 >r h;ircl m irk
done awav from scho()L !<><> .
.
Tht·n thl'rt.'\ <1ur Jll'I"S< in;tl inkn·it'\-\. J11st
t<, gin·>., iu tlh · d1;u1n·· l<, It·! tis k111 ,,,. s< 111H · t liin .~
;ihout \11urst·lf tli;1t 111i.~ht lw 111isst·c! I»· ;1 lt':--t.
;m ;1p1ilil·. ·t ii 111. <ir ;1 n·;1rh()()k.
In sh()rt. thcn·\;1 l11t tl1;1t .~•>t'S 111!1 •
clvcidin.L!: wh< >h;is ..\rn 1\· I\( >TC sch• 1l;1r-..,Jiip
Jl<>!t·nti;tl . lh«>ll think y()u h ; l\"t· \\·h;it it L1kt> .
\\Titt· f1ir1111 in· inf< 1n11at i< 111 ;ii}< >lll ,\rn 1y I\<)! l
sch< >larships.

~ARMY ROTC•.

.For more info about Spring Quarter
interviews: cql-li Pat Allen collect at ( 509) 963-35 18
interested.
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Movie review

Most critics pan Egyptian thriller
Campus Digest News Service

The critics have not been kind to "Sphinx." But Franklin Schaffner's expensive archaeological romantic thriller has provided entertainment for movie goers.
It is a lavishly scored epic shot on location in Egypt. The plot concerns a stunningly
beautiful Boston Egyptologist (Lesley Anne Down) who has left the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts for her first jaunt to the Valley of the Kings. Her particular interest is the life of Seti I,
an obscure pharaoh who replaced King Tut and whose architect in 1301 B.C. devised a tomb
for his ruler which was hidden up to the present day.
Down's pluckiness and desire to get tenure lead her into a web of intrigue and romance
with Frank "Dracula" Langella, the charismatic and refined Egyptian Director of Antiquities. She learns the secret of-the lost treasure chamber of architect Menephta but in the
process is shot at, groped, tripped, chased, rammed, flung down stairs and plunged into a
room through it's ceiling.
Globe-Democrat reviewer Frank Hunter called the film "a handsomely photographed
disappointment," at times "vulgar," " stupid," and "lagardly paced." His insensitivity is
only ex<;eeded by his inability to accurate.ly describe the plot of the film.
For " Sphinx"- is a fascinating effort which combines the King Tut curse, the romance of a
Gothic novel and the excitement of the "Perils of Pauline" all scored by Michael Lewis with
electrified bouzoukis and bongos and fitted out with a glorious New Kingdom production
design by Terence Marsh. Travel buffs will spot such locations as the pyramids, the mortuary complexes at Deir el Bahari, The Apis Tombs of Suzzura, and the real Tut tomb in the
Valley of the Kings.
In 1979 the New York Metropolitan Museum introduced American anew to the glories of
Egypt by featuring a thrillimg exhibition of some of the great discoveries by archaeologist
Howard Carter in.the Tomb of King Tutankhamen, now the property of the Cairo Museum.
The romantic appeal of the Carter curse and the beauty of his travelling show caused a Tut
glut: jewelry, posters, a Steve Martin record, King Tut tea, et~.
But Hollywood waited too long. A TV movie, "The Curse of King Tut's Tomb" was able to
cash in on 1980 but Charlton Heston's "The Awakening" bombed earlier this year and
"Sphinx" was just too long in production to catch the craze.
This does not mean director Schaffner has made a bad film even if he does go out of his
way to torture his leading players (remember all he did to Heston in " Planet of the Apes"
and to Steve McQueen in ''Papillion'').
His atmospheric location shooting in over-crowded Cairo is commendable: the vendors of
Tabourna (round fresh bread), the cruelty to animals, the beggars, the peeling walls - all
contrasted with the charms of ancient Egypt.
Schaffner uses the god Anubis as a symbol throughout, the jackal-headed watcher of the
dead who app~ars on a painting observing Down in her Hilton hotel room. Down is seen as a
normal tourist who is transformed by Egypt itself into a defiler of the dead.
As the widow of Howard Carter's forman tells her: "you are like all who come to dig holes
in our land." The cursed archaelogist is seen as a rapist who lost all innocence. She is as evil
as the corrupt Arab policeman who would rape her.
Best of all is Schaffner's love of authentic rletail. As a former news and public affairs man
e
ac
:c
lJ
4111

with CBS, he has learned the thoroughness of research.
There are Baedker guide books from 1908, sunsets at the Luxor Winter Palace, wuzzims
calling Moslems to prayer from minarets with loudspeakers, papyri crumbling convincingly as they are found. So we can forgive Schaffner if he let us down by letting Down escape ·
'from impossible situations without even her ~ye shadow out of place.
Down spends so much time escaping and screaming in the last reel that we begin to
wonder if sh.e 'll lose her life or only her voice. She is certainly up to the physically demanding role and is complemented by the menacing romantic presence of Langella.
It's really a shame when a reviewer assaults a film he or she has not been able to appreciate. "Sphinx" came too late and was too cerebral and detailed to avoid being called
"laggard." The timeless qualities of Egypt do not lend themselves to fast, detail-less
cinematography, so common in today's commercial potboiler successes. But "Sphinx" is a
visual feast which will probably not occur again for a long while.
Finally, we must point out one prerequisite of all contemporary adventure films with
feminine protagonists. Women must be independent, intelligent and equal to any man.
When driven almost to a breakdown by the threat of being in two by Arab henchmen,
Down is saved and slapped into sensibility by journalist Maurice Ronet. She prepares to
leave the room, then walks back and clobbers a surprised Ronet in the face, adding; "I don't
like being slapped-even when I am hysterical." Right on, Lesley.
Rating: Three out of four stars.

Scandlnavia tour planned
This summer fly to Bergen and
cruise up the Norwegian coast far
north of the Arctic Circle to the
Land of the Midnight Sun with tour
escorts Art Prof. Richard Fairbanks and his wife Dixie. They will
lead a 21-day tour of the arts and
crafts of Scandinavia June 26-July
17.
The trip includes a round trip
airfare from Seattle to Bergen and
return from Copenhagen, a 5-day,
4-night Norwegian coastal steamer
cruise, and city sightseeing tours
in Bergen, Helsinki, Stockholm,
and Copenhagen. Days activities
are divided between sightseeing,
factory and museum visits, shopping and free time.

The cost per person for double
occupancy is $2,950 and single occupancy $3,197 and final payments
are due by May 1.
Neither of the Fairbanks are
strangers to travel. As a Fulbright
grantee, he lived and studied in
Helsinki, Finland as a guest of the
Arabia ceramic firm in 1959. Since
then, he has travelled extensively
in Europe on five other occassions.
His wife independently travelled
to England, France and Italy
before their marriage and has accompanied Fairbanks on four of
his trips.
Participants may enroll for ART
482, Travel Study, for up to four
CWU credits.
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.Giant ~3 ounce Beer
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UW rips Central _15-2,.
second game called
Although they finally got a break
in tbe weather, the Central
Wildcats couldn't get a break on
the field, falling to the University
of Washington Huskies 15-2 in the
first game of a non-conference
doubleheader at Tomlison Field
Tuesday.
The second game was called
because of darkness after seven innings with the score tied at 6-6.
While the loss cII:ops 'Cats overall
record to 5-12, they remain 3-4 in
NAIA games and in the running for
one of the two playoff berths.
Currently fourth in the standings, behind Lewis-Clark State of
Idaho, Whitworth and Pacific
Lutheran, Central will try to im-prove their post-season hopes in a
crucial three-game series with
Eastern Oregon College here this
weekend. Saturday's single game
starts at 3 p.m. and Sunday's twinbill begins at 1.

In Tuesday's sunny opener the
Pac-10 Dogs used combined two-hit
pitching and two big innings to
bury the 'Cats. The Huskies Lance
Englin and Ken Kautson each gave
up just one hit apeice as UW
jumped to a 7-0 lead after three innings by scoring two in the first
and plating five more in the se~
cond.
. The Wildcats came back to score
to runs in the fifth on a passed ball
and Billy Carlow's RBI ground out.
Carlow and Jerry Amanchuk picked up Central's two hits, both
singles.
Looks can be deceiving
The Huskies added single runs in
An Eastern Washington runn~r appears to be sliding safety into second base during a CWU-EWU doubleheader
the fourth and fifth before putting
Sunday·
However, the ball (which appears on the far right edge of the picture) arrived in time for the putout.
the game completely out of reach
with six more in their half of the
seventh.
ing a 2-0 lead into the third inning Huskies to just one hit and no runs. first. Amanchuk scored on a
In the second game the Huskies before the Wildcats battled back The sophomore from Seattle fielder's choice to set the fhal
touched three Central pitchers for with four runs of their own, two on · lowered his team.leading ERA to margin.
The
'Cats
dropped
a
11 hits but only one earned run in designated hitter Mike McGuire's 2.61
the shortened nightcap.
double, another on an error and the
The UW regained the lead by doubleheader to Eastern
The UW again scored early tak- final one coming on a wild pitch.
pushing across three runs in the Washington at home over the
weekend by 10-5 and 7-0 scores.
CWU Starter Plato Dimakos fourth and one in the fifth.
Amanchuk leads the Wildcats at
went three innings, giving up two
Central once more battled back
the
plate with a .362 average, just
runs, both unearned. Mark Rem- to tie the game in the bottom of the
three percentage points ahead of
ington, who hasn't given up an fifth.
Amanchuck's short line drive to Dan Kain. Kain tops the team in
earned run in four stra_ight ap_pearances, hurled the final two and right field was misplayed allowing RBis with 14~ while McGuire has
one-third innings limiting the ~cGuire to score all the way from nine.

Mother Nature, WSU
take 3 from softball
" Mother nature took three out of
. four games from the CWU
womens's fastpitch softball club
last weekend and Washington
State University captured the
other game to sweep a season
opening pair of doubleheaders
from the first year group.
After disasterous weather wiped
out what was to have been a
season-opener against Eastern
Washington University in Cheney,
the softballers traveled to Pullman
to take on the Cougars in a twinbill.
WSU was no kinder to the
Wildcats than the weather, rolling
over CWU by a score of 8-0.
.Although held to just six hits, the
Cougars were aided by five Central
errors.
Central starter Sherry Weisner,
who was relieved in the fifth inning
by Monica Glitschka, scattered
five of the hits in her debut.
Ellen Sauve of Yakima was the

winning pitcher for the 'Cougs, as
she gave up only one hit, that one to
Vicki Vandenburg.
Central appeared on their way to
their first victory of the season as
they jumped to a 3-1 lead in the
first' inning of the second game.
_I
Mother Nature stepped in again,
however, and after the game was
delayed by a sudden snowfall the
contest was finally cancelled.
All in all Central Coach Gary
Pacific Lutheran University's
Cote was plesaed with his team's
peformance. "We have a lot of Phil Schot successfully defended
·slowpitch transfers that are mov- his NAIA District 1 decathlon title
ing along on schedule," he said. here Sunday and Monday.
''They are ·a little weak on the hitSchot scored 6707 points to outting, but very strong defensively." distance teammate Paul Mentor,
The women take on Ft. who finished second with 6003
Steilacom at home Friday then points.
Western Washington
travel back to Pullman on Sturday. University took the next three
The Wildcats complete their busy places. Tim Austin finished third
weekdend in Yakima Sunday with 5369. Blake Surina placed
against defending womens' AA fourth with 5207 and Darcey
state ·champ Yakima Steelers.
Weisner finished fifth with 4602.

P~U's

Schot

District
decathlete

Four tied for tennis lead
Four CWU women tennis players
are tied for the team lead in vie- .
tories at the halfway point of the
1981 women's tennis campaign.
- Shelley Wheeler (Ellensburg,
So.), Teresa Shrout {Renton-Lindbergh, Jr.), Kathy Wimer

(Yakima-West Valley, Fr.) and
Cheryl 'Shaw ( ChimacumPeninsula CC, Jr.) all ha~e three
wins. Wheeler and Shrout have
lost six times. . Wimer has five
losses and Shaw has three defeats·.
The doubles team of Rhondi

Adair (Des Moines-Highline CC,
Sr.) and Shrout has the best record
with four wins in nine matches.
Central, 3-6 on the season, is idle
until April 22 when it hosts Eastern
Washington University. Last week
Central defeated Seattle Pacific_.

To Yakima

Football, basketball move
Central will play one home foot- CWU and the basketball game is
ball game and one home basketball during Christmas vacation.
"We are hoping to make this an
game in Yakima this year.
CWU athletic director Gary · annual event and play one football
Frederick and Cal Riemcke, direc- game and one basketball game in
tor of athletics and intramurals for Yakima each year," Frederick
Yakima Public Schools, jointly said.
made the announcement Monday.
Frederick also announced that
The Yakima schools will co- Central will remain in the
sponsor the games and will share Evergreen Conference for football.
equally in the profits from the two
Earlier the Wildcats had announccontests.
ed their intention to withdraw from
Central opens its football season the conference.
in Yakima Sept. 19 against Lewis
The Evergreen Conference and
and Clark College (Portland).
Northwest Conference have inKickoff is set for 2 p.m. at Zaepfel stituted a joint scheduling agreeStadium (Eisenhower High ment and each Evergreen school
School).
The CWU basketball · will play four Northwest Conteam will host Whitworth Dec. 21 at fe.rence schools in addition to the
Eisenhow.er. Tipoff will be at 7:30. other five. Evergreen schools.
Central students will incur
"We will always play Whitowr.th
minimal inconvienence, as both
and
Pacific Lutheran plus two
contests are scheduled when
students are away from the other· Northwest Conference
Ellensburg campus. The football .schools on a rotating basis,"
opener is before classes begin at Frederick said.

Tennis travels to coast
Central, 1-3 on the season, travels
to the coast for a pair of men's dual

matches last week. It defeated St.
Ma in s 5-4, but dropped 7-2 decisions to Yakima Valley College
~.·-~ ~d ~: WashiRgton. · · ,
-"'"
".;; ~

.·
',.~-, ave~~g~.
Both golfers are averaging 82.5
shots per round.
Jay Lyons

-·~fVlt

. ~.

Centr~l was SchedtiJe to - t~avel fo~
all sh~t 36-hole sc~re~ of 165 last ·
week as Central finished fifth out Tacoma for the University of
of seven ~~ams in its own invita- Puget Sound Invitational Tuesday
tional at Sun Tides golf course in and Wednesday (April 14-15 ).
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two tori·
players (Ron Van Horn and Ben
Mueller) prior to the season for
academic reasons, lost two of three

ntiali Which '. iost itS

'
. '
- .'
"'1:. - ~.
(Ellett~: .''Jr:), 1' Leroy
(Ellensburg; So.) and
DiBenedetto (Yakuna-Carroll,
Fr.) all have 1-3 records. ·

Intramural 'Campusfest'
scheduled for April 22
Central student teams will get to with Frisbees awarded to the wintry their hand at some out of the or- ners.
dinary intramural sports events
Local businesses participating in
April 22, at "Campusfest," spon- the sport day include Anderson
sored by Adolph Coors Company , Hay and Grain, furnishing hay
and the University Recreation · bales, and the Ellensburg Tire
·.,,,.--)
Department.
Center, furnishing tires.
Obstacle courses;' crab-egg
CWU students may register free
relays, raft races down the for team or individual events from
"Ganges," (students' name for the 8 a.m. April 20 to 11 a.m. April 22.
town ditch which bisects the cam- The intramural festival is schedulpus) and earth ball volleyball will ed from 1 to 4 p.m. Wednesday on
be team sports, in which eight- campus between Dean Science
person teams vie for the first prize Hall and Stephens-Whitney dorof $40 worth of food at the Pizza mi_tory,
Hut.
Spectators are invited to enjoy
Individual events center around the Kititas Valley spring weather
Frisbee-throwing and dart skills, and cheer on their fav6rite team.

CWU spikers host

co-ed invitational
Photo by Scott Schuller

Thou shalt not steal

Junior second baseman Billy Carlow tags out an EWU baserunner in the second game of lost Sunday's
doubleheader at Tomlison Field. Eastern swept the twin bill l 0-5 and 7-0. First baseman Jerry Amanchuk (9) leads
the team with a .362 batting average.

Campus Diget News Service

First
women
corr-pete
NAIA

History has been made in Kansas City, Mo. with the appearance
of the first women's basketball
team to comete in the NAIA tournament. The championship game
was held in the Kemper Arena with
Kentucky State upsetting Texas
Southern University 73-67.
NAIA · (National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics) voted
last fall to add a women's division
to the all-male association.
Women's sports were previously
represented only by the AIAW
(Association for . Intercollegiate

Athletics).
The AIAW appears to have not
suffered from losing nearly 200
members, due to having picked up
new members to account for those
leaving the organization.
Crowd response to the tournament games held "in Kansas City
was very enthusiastic, according
to spectators at the game. The
final game was played just prior to
the men's championship game,
·which may have contributed to the
crowd of 7,000 attending. Most of
the earlier playoff games were attended by much smaller crowds.

CWU hosts six other colleges and
one club team Saturday in the
men's division of an invitational
track-and-field meet at Tomlinson
Stadiwn.
Visiting teams include Pacific
Lutheran Univeli\s ity, Spokane
Community College, Eastern
Oregon, North Idaho, Simon
Fraser, Whitworth and Club Northwest.
Northern Idaho, Spokane, Whitworth and Eastern Oregon will
compete in the women's division.
The Wildcats traveled to
Spokane last Saturday to compete ·
in the Sasquatch Invitational at
Spokane Community Cellege.
CWU dominated the 5,000 meters
and qualified a fifth runner for the
district, which will be held at CWU
May 8-9.
Ted Mittelstaedt (Rearden, Jr.)
finished fourth in a career best
15:00.0 to gain a berth in the
district meet. Phil Phimister
(Camas - Clark CC) finished second in 14:.58 and Ja.ck Stillmaker
(Seattle - Highline, Sr.) took sixth
in 15:22. All three had previously
qualified for district.
CWU qualified five more
athletes for regionals. Laura
Myers (Edmonds - Meado~dale,
Jr.), Carol Christensen (Lan~ley Lohrville, Iowa, Fr.), and Kitty
Teller (Issaquah, Sr.) all qualified
for regionals with personal,bests in
. ___.,
the 5,000 meters.
Myers, who previously qualified
in the 800, 1500 and 3000, finished
second in a time of 18:19.8.

Christensen finished fourth in
18:46.3 and Teller was fifth in
18:57.3.
Sheri McCormick (Seattle, Jr.)
posted a regional qualifying time
of 12.5 in the 100 meters for second
place and Alice Pleasant (Yakima
- Davis, So.) qualified in the long
jump with a third place leap of
17-2.
Other placers for Central in the
non-team scoring meet included
Dan Brown, third in the 10,000,
36:27.9; Bob Prather (Selah, Fr.),
fifth in the 1500, 4:15.7; Dan Smith
(Selah, Jr.), second in the high
jwnp, 6-4; Jon Smith (Twnwater,
Jr.), fourth in the shot, 53-9; Darrell Charles (Seattle - Roosevelt,
Sr.), fifth in the long jwnp. 22-3,
and Pete Vernie (Ellensburg, Sr.),
sixth in the 800 meters, 2: 06.8.
"I was really pleased with our
distance runners," coach Spike
· Arlt said. "Dan Brown did a super
· job b1the10,000 for his first college
race and we showed our strength in
_the 5,000."
( ''Our weaknesses showed in the
si{rints, but our jumpers are coming along."
Other CWU placers include Jill
Palmquist (Ellensburg, Sr.' .."iird
in the shot put, 36-11; Brenda
Allenbaugh (Ellensburg, Sr.), .
third in the 100 meter high hurdles,
18.8, and third in the 400 meter low
hurdles, 1:13.5; Laura Buskala
(Oak Harbor, So.), third in the
javelin ( 116-0); Lorna Beaver
(South Bend, So.), sixth in the
javelin, 112-2, and McCormick, secondin the 200, 26.5.

Kegs to go
MILK HAS SOMETHING
FOR EVERY BODY
~

Open
lpm-7pm;
J

Mon-Sat .·

2% 1hGallon 37c
Grade A '12 Gallon 83c
Pasteurized/Homogenized
Whole 1h Gallon 37c:

Winegar'•-·
Locat.cl ~ I Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

419

w.

15th~

925-1821

$28

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
and

$21 pony
kegs
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1302 S. H uhy

925-9921
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Trustees---- Nice guys
·
From page one

much smaller - heating bills than
Central.
The board also heard a report
from Dr. Garrity on the proposed
Senate budget. According to the
Senate version of the bill, he said,
tuition would be increased to nearly $925 yearly from the present
$618.
And not all the money would be
put back into post-secondary institutions, according to Garrity.
Board member Linda eli£ton expressed concern that. some of the
money would be going into the
state's general fund.
"That's almost like taxing the
student, isn't it?" Clifton asked.
"It most certainly is!" Garrity
replied.
Garrity also reported on faculty
salary increases as per the Senate
budget.
~ther

action -the board:
the resignations of
Fred Davenport, University Store
manager, and Dale Otto, director
of early childhood education. Otto
will be on a retraining leave until
next fall.
In

-ac~epted

-named Dr. Michael Henninger
interim head of the early childhood
education program.
-granted a retraining leave to
assistant professor of physical
education Erlice J . Killorn.
-extended the leaves of absence
for J . Arthur Keith, professor of
education and Hugh M. Spall,
associate professor of economics.
--released Robert Novak, assistant professor of librarianship,
enabling him to take another position.
-accepted the retirement
notices of Dr. Dohn Miller, professor of education; Dr. Robert E.
Silver, associate professor of
education; and Mildred Paul,
secretary to the president and
Board of Trustees. Miller and
Silver have both been recommended for emeritus status upon retirement and Paul will be recognized
as a Distinguished Administrator.
I

-awarded the late Ardath
Kolmodin the Distinguished Civil
Service plaque. Kolmodin served
as film supervisor(Of the Instructional Media Centet from 1960 until
her death in March. Her husband
and daughter accepted the award.

Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop

IB®c

~

@:w@Il®
Come See Us
Tuesday - Friday
12-6
Saturday 10-5
Sunday - Monday
Closed

~

From page five

-appointed Dr. Donald H. White '
professor of music and chairman
of the music department; Dr.
If you're laughing about the 50 she think of my feelings when she
Everett Irish head of the depart- cent hicidence by now ...fine! I so boldly proclaimed
ment of physical education, health think it's ridiculous too! But there could be no mistake, implyand leisure services; and Dr. seriously folks, if I were really a ing the deceit ofmy character. FurRobert H. Wieking assistant pro- short change artist why would I lay thermore, after being put down in
fessor of technology & industrial cliam to only one dollar? I could 1 front of my peers, I really didn't
education.
have just as easily claimed I lost a , care about the money, I just wish
.
.
.
ten dollar bill. Also, if it w~s "only I the dorm manger's apology would
-~ppomted Sgt. . F~rst-class fifty cents" why not just let it go? A have reached the ears of those who
Patr1~~ Lee All~n senior mstruc~or real crook wouldn't stay to argue so readily snikered.
_
of military sc1en.ce and MaJor the matter. But the young lady
My question: Why do I feel so
Jam~~ Caesa~ assIStant professorUdn't think of these points, nor did bad for being honest? My answers:
of military science, both in CWU's
(new Army ROTC program.
-voted not to give Pirooz
Modavi, assistant professor of
business administration any pay or
benefits as of his departure after
fall 'q uarter, 1980.
The next regular board meeting
will be June 19 at 7 p.m. in Bouillon
143. However, the board will meet
in executive s~ssion May 8.

Fa.1th ,

Maybe it's because I really am
cheap, or maybe it's because so
many good guys finish last, but
most of all it's because I missed
my chance with the beautiful blueeyed blond!

Jim Wickerath
809 E. Tacoma~t.

Ellensburg

"-~

- _F-r-om-p-ag_e_f_o_u_r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thre('"'~ys later he went back to work, on his day of rest, even. This time he was totally ready for adversity,
for whatever death cannot claim victory over, life has to re-accept.
So the answer was there all the time, the darkened plariet just enacted it too late.
We should realize that the course of our planet's history might be changed if we individually put aside pride,
lift our self esteem and learn to love, expecting no return. So follow the greatest example ever given to man,
and live Tennyson's immortal words: "Arise, go forth and conquer!"

,J
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rroga mother service
w offered in Washington
By GRETCHEN STOHR

Pot use· 'drops, hard
·drugs on ·upswing

surrogates receive. The total cost of having a child ,
through a surrogate mother is $14,000.
1·
Collier said they are looking for "young healthy
women," who are either single or married. The service wants mature women and would prefer they be
over 26 years of age.
Age is an important factor in that, interested
women need to have reasons other than financial
ones to become a surrogate mother. Collier says she
"would not allow a young person in economic trouble to become artifically inseminated." She also
states the women must know the emotional and
legal issues involved before agreeing to the procedures.
Collier also states the service handles the legal
aspects ~ seeks to bring interested women,
parents, and doctors together. It's not the plan of
the organization to expand out of Washington state.
Up to now, the service only covers the Seattle
area, but phone calls from possible participants
have been received from Spokane and Vancouver,
WA.
Other college papers planning to run the advertisement are the Western Washington's Western
Front, The Point Journal from Evergreen State College, and University of Washington's Daily.
Cindy Kaufman, editor of the Western Front, said
the advertisement would run three times. She
believes there's nothing illegal or immoral about
running the ad.
Lyle Harris, the paper's advisor agreed with the .
editor's view saying -"A newspaper must be a
marketplace for ideas."
Theresa Connor, editor of the Point Journal said
the ad was going to be published after she receives
money for it. "Papers have a responsibility to know
the advertisers and I don't know these people," she
said.
University of Washington psychology Prof. Nancy
Kenney believes the main reason Collier is requesting college age women is their reproductiove
age and their intelligence. Kenney questions
whether a woman can be both a student and a surrogate. She says college age students are in financial need and are also seeking the experience of
childbearing.
Whether or not a student can handle the sideeffects of pregnancy, the idea of being a surrogate
mother and the pressures of being a student remains to be seen.

Of the Campus Crier

A new service is now being offered in Wahington
State. According to Linda Collier, a Redmond
lawyer, the Service for Surrogate Mothers is trying
. to become established as a Washington corporation.
The service is looking for mature women who
would like to become artifically inseminated and
bear a child for infertile couples.
College newspapers throughout Washington have
been printing an advertisement which reads,
"should you decide to become a surrogate mother,
be required to sign legal documents consenyou
ting to relinguish the custody of the child at birth to
the couple. Confidentiality will be maintained with
your identity and the identity of the couple whose
child you bear, beginning ·with the receipt of your
name as an interested persd'n." The advertisement
also wants women who are interested to give thier
reasons for wanting to bear another couple's child
and they also would like her to name the fee she
would desire.
As for the legality of the payment of the fee to a
surrogate mother, it is stated ·that under the
Washington State law it is illegal for a person
receiving a child to pay for any expenses other than
hospital and medical, attorney's fees and court
costs.
Collier states that her firm, Goddard and
Wetherall, are entirely legal under Washington
state statute. "The law makes specific exemption
between the parents of a child" Collier said. "What
you have is the biological mother and·. biological
·
father of the child.''
Collier maintains that "the fee is only to cover the
natural mother's termination of her parental rights
to the child - not for having carried it."
Director of the agency for surrogate parents, attorney Katie Brophy described the women who
want to be surrogate mothers, as around 27 years
old, but some have been as young as 21 and as old as
38. Brophy also noted that most surrogates are
Caucasian. While some are Orientals, very few are
Black.
Brophy says the Surrogate Family Services
usually charge $4,000 for arranging the pregnancy
and adoption. $2,000 of which goes to the lawyer and
the remaining to the corporation. This is in addition
.to the medical and confinement fess of $10,000 the

will

RECREATION COORDINATOR: SWll\

GIRL CREW WANTED: Aggressive, ltX>-120

POOL (Swim Pool Manager) Position respon

OVERSEAS JOBS • Swnmer/year round.

lb girl to crew on my Hobie-cat sailboat this

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.

spring and swnmer. Must have a smcere

$500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.

sible for swruner operation of swim pool in
eluding supervision of staff, and maintenance
and operation of facility. Water Safety Instruc·

desire to compete and win races. Contact Bill
Orth, P.O. Box 1012,

96~78.

tor Certificate desirable and excellent physical
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research

fice, City of Richland, p .0. Box 190, Richland,

Rush $1 (refundable) Box 25097C, Los Angeles,

months. Requires Water Safety Instructor Cer-

WA 99352. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY-AF-1

CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.

tifiate, and f!XCellent physical condition. Must

HELP WANTED - Senior or graduate stu-

LIFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR: Responsible for life guard and swim instruction to'

basic reading and writing skills. Part-time,

various age groups. Requires Senior Lifesav-

flexible hours, salary negotiable. Write: OAI,
P.O. Box-3491, Spokane, WA 99220. ·

ing Certificate for Lifeguard and Water Safety
Instructor Certificate for Swim Instructor.

Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call

Must be in excellent physical condition.

William, evenings at ~937.

Salary: $6.79 hourly. Closing date indefinite.

ELECTROLYSIS

Apply Personnel Office; City of Richland, P.O

Permanent removal of unwanted hair.

Box 190, Richland, WA 99352. AN EQUAL OP

Richland municipal swim pool during swnmer

be at least 18 years of age. Salary: $7.33 hourly. Closing date indefinite. Apply Personnel~
WA 99352. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
Brown leather cap lost on ~. If you find it
I've got $15.00 for you. Contact the Crier office

963-1026.
EXPERT TYPING:

Fast, accurate,

reasonable. Will correct .spelling and punctua- i

EMPLOYER

tion call Midge Standley, 92S-4353.

tion.

~745.

CWU ·c elebrates Dance Week
1

Last week's lunch hours weren't
the usual quick sandwich - at
least if you were in the SUB Pit at
12 noon.

Ellensburg Dance Center enier, tained passerby with a group from
the Ellensburg Dance Collective.

,
\ Kathy ~llingson and her advanc1 ed aerobic dancers, also o~ the
· dance center, presented a lively
half hour aerobic routine Wetlnesto
.day.
Instead, crowds gathered
watch groups of energetic dancers
celebrate national Dance Week.
• Friday' the Ellensburg Youth
Ballet, under the direction of
former professional dancer Chris
On Monday, aev Ormbrek, of the Peterson continued Central's

·
.
A weekend class examining the
role of stress in daily life will be
taught in Yakima April 24 and 25
.by Catherine Devney, R.N.,. in con, . t·
'th CWU
· JunC ion Wl
•
; The Friday session will be from
4-9 p.m., and the Saturday class
will continue from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
' Participants will earn one quarter
,credit for the 12 hours of class
.t'
.
' U:~·ginning with one major
human defense, the "fight or flight
response,'' Devney will identify
the body's physiological changes
during stress which can eventualult . ·nn' ss
1y res
mi e .
. The class will also consider what
·c an be done about everyday stress.
Those interested in the class
may register at the first session,
April 24, at the auditorium of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital.
-

ggc

fice, c;ity of Richland, P.O. Box 190, Richland,

Private and confidential. For more informa-
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Daily stress
t • f cIass
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6 REPRINTS·
3 COPY .PRINTS
3 PRINTS
FROM SLIDES

HEAD LIFEGUARD: General duty work at

PORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTIO? ..

By LEANNE LaBISSONIERE

probably because of peer pressure
and increasing conservatism
ainong high school students about
drugs.
The report gave no indication
how students were chosen to
: receive questionnaires or what the
' margin of error was.

YOUR
CHOICE

Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar, CA

catalog· 306 pages~ 10,278 descriptive listings.

dent in education to tutor non-reading adult in

According to a survey done by
researchers at the University of
Michigan, marijuana use among
high school students dropped off in
1980.
This is the first drop in use of
marijuana among high school
students in 20 years. However, the
survey did show an increase in experimentation with hard drugs.
High schools probably will never
be frug free but the use of illicit
drugs appears to have leveled off,
the researchers concluded.
The research was based on a
coniparision of questi~nnaire
responses. fr~m approximately
17 ,000 seruors m the class of 1980
.h
. f
.
1 .
wit seruors rom previous c ~sses.
Resl~ts of the survey will be
~ublished .next month by the National In~btute on Dr?g Abuse.
The five-year. national survey
revealed that m 1980 a larger
percentage of stud~nts than in ~he
p~st had experimented with
stunulants and quaaludes.
.
T~e study s?owed th~t cocame
had mcre~s~d m ~pularity as well
as prescription stunulants such as
. .
h' h
th
t
~PhetlIIllDe~, ~. ic are e ~os
w1d~l.y used illicit drugs besides
mar11uana. One of every four
students .who responded to ~he
survey said they had at least tried
thMem. . .
d . d . htl
ar11uana use ec1me s1ig y

92625.

condition necessary. Salary: $7.97 hourly.
Closing date indefinite. Apply Personnel Of·

FIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Campus Digest News Service

dance week celebration.
Various other activities took
place throughout the community
commemorating the nationally
celebrated week. On April 7,
Morgan Junior High was the scene
of a community dance concert.
Dance demonstrations were also
given in · other schools around
Ellensburg. Concluding the week's
activities was a program titled
"Jazz: Sights and Sounds" in
Hertz recital, which featured the
Jazz Band and Orchesis.

____ _
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6 REPRINTS
3 COPY PRINTS
3 PRINTS FROM SLIDES
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Coupon must accompany order
.Valid April 1 to 30, 1981
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~Family

Planning Clinic offers· Special athletic fee
services to local community Considered big success

"Have the children you want and
want the children you have." This
.is the message the Kittitas County
Health Department wishes to convey. Through the Family Planriing
· Clinic, the Health ., Department
staff hopes to enablP. people to
. choose the nwnber and spacing of
their chilren. It is important for a
woman to space the births of her
children, not only for her own
' health and well being, but for the
. health of her subsequent children.
Services are voluntary and
available without regard to race,
. age, religion, sex, .. income or
marital status.
The fee for services at the Health
Depa1tment is based on a person's
yearly income. No one will be
refused services because of inability to pay. The Health Department

All methods of birth control are
By LEANNE LaBISSONIERE
available. The counselor will
Of the Campus Crier
discuss these methods, their use
, and risks involved before any deci- 1 "I think the students should be
sions are made. Once th~ person . commended,'' said Central
had chosen a method, she will be Athletic Director Gary Frederick
examined by the nurse practi- ..; regarding the 1,026 who paid the
tioner to make sure the method ! five dollar special fee for athletics
chosen is the right one for the in- · and intramurals at spring quarter
. dividual.
registration.
'
: Other services available through
Roughly 20 percent of the student
the Health Department Family i body contributed a total of $5,130.
Planning Clinic include, testing ~ After paying for initial costs of
and treatment for sexually sponsoring the program, the
transmitted diseases, pregnancy . money will be split equally bettesting, and community education. ; ween athletics and intramurals.
The Kittitas County Health
"Students care enough and think
Department is located at 507 it's a fine enough program to proNanwn Street. If you have any vide additional support," said
questions or are interested in mak- Mike McLeod, director of ining an appointment please call tramural sports.
925-1465.
Both programs were working
under a deficit. The intramural
program was in the red $2,900 and
athletics $30,000. The money collected decreases these losses
allowing intramurals to keep the
swimming pool open and lower the
.amount athletics will have to " borthere with an awards presentation .. row" from the Central Foundation
At' this time there are no definite Athletic Fund. ·
plans to have food available on the
"The swimming pool was one
walk, so bringing snacks or a lunch program we could drop and effect
is recommended.
the least number of people,"
For more information on the McLeod said. He admits, however, .
event, which helps more than a that at registration 50-60 students
quarter-million American infants voiced concern for keeping the pool
born yearly with a birth defect, open.
contact Donna Volland evenings at
Approxiamately 1200-1500
925-2253, or Marilu Mifflin at students participate in the in- ·
968-3696.
tramural program each quarter.

is trymg to reach those poeple not
usually served. This includes
teeµs, low income persons, and the
developmentally disabled. All
records and visits are totally confidential.
The Family Planning Clinic offers many services: Physical
assessments are done by the nurse
practitioner. This includes assessment of respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and
genital-urinary systems. Also ineluded is a test for gonorrhea, a
complete breast exam and pap
smear. A person's blood pressure,
weight, hematocrit, and urinalysis
are also recorded. If any problems
or abnormalities are discovered by
the nurse practitioner, referrals
are made to a private physician.
. Counseling is also provided.

Women's group to sponsor
March of Dimes WalkAmerica

It's time once again to get out
and enjoy some sun. Why not do
something constructive while
soaking up those rays?
On April 25 the Ellensburg
Junior Women's Group is sponsoring the 1981 March of Dimes
WalkAmerica to join over onemillion people across the nation in
a walk against birh defects.
Not ·only will it be fun, good for
you and for a worthy cause, but it's
profitable too. Grand prize is a
12-inch black and white television,
plus many other prizes donated by
local businesses.
The 20-mile walk will start at the
Armory, located at 7th and Poplar.

Walkers must bring their sponsor
sheets, which can be picked up at
Dairy Queen, McDonalds, the SUB
information desk or through
Ellensburg area schools.
Walkers may begin any time
after 7 a.m. and all stragglers will
be picked up around 5 p.m. by the
Kittitas County REACT organization, who'll be monitoring the route
all day to return those unable to
finish the walk.

Most activities in the program
charge a fee to pay for officials,
say:> McLeod .
According to Frederick, the ASC
Service and Activities committee
allocated $75,000 to athletics and
an additiional $15,000 admission
fees was collected amounting to
$90,000. This was $30,000 short of
the cost to operate the athletic program.
The $30,000 deficit was covered
by the Wildcat Booster Club's Centrai· Foundation . Athle~ic Fund, but
it nearly depletes the fund,
Frederick said.
"We need students in order to
maintain athletics at Central," he
said.
According to McLeod, 2,025 signed the waiver which was used for
gaining student's comments about
the fee.
A few students \"ere angry at
registration, McLeod said. They
felt they didn't have to sign the
waiver if they didn't want to pay
the fee.
"Legally there's really no way to
force them to sign it," McLeod
said. "We only want to find out why
they didn't pay," he continued.
One worker at registration said
the special fee slowed down the
registartion process from 10
seconds to one minute per person.
McLeod will present a summary
of the program and student's reactions to the Board of Directors at
the end of the quarter determining
whether or not the fee will be continued next year.

The route
of walking
from
the consists
Armory
to • • • • • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - Bender/Sanders road - an 8.2 ,
mile loop walked twice - then
Ultima~e
returning to the Armory by the
original course and finally ending ·
.111111

I

Stress pro~!ems topic
of first luncheon

. The Lowest Priced
Autom.otive High Fidel~ty

Sy~tem!

I

Anorexia nervosa, a lack or loss ding to Dr. SchwindC there is
of appetite combined with a · reason to believe osteoporosis can
hysterical diversion to food, was be prevented if proper precautions
. one ofthetopics examined April 8, are taken early on. Calciwn,
at the first of the "Issues in (800mg a day, about three glasses
Women's Health" lunchtime of milk) phosphorous, (800mg a
meetings planned by the Center for day, usually no dificient in most l
Women's Studies.
diets) and vitamin D (400 interDr. Sharon Schwindt, of the naitonal units a day) were said to l
Health Education department, be the best sources for prevention. ~
discussed the psychological stress
and problems in growing up which
The meeting was the first in a f
may triger anorexia. Its series of three planned by the
psychological and physical im- Center. April 29, Sally .Thelen, .
plications, treatment and pro- director of the Health Center, will
gnosis were covered. She urged discuss birth control and May 20,
anyone with further questions to Susan Hill, CRN, family nurse
p;acticioner will speak. Both are
contact her.
Osteoporosis, generally con- scheduled at Sam's Place in the
sidered to be a bone disease of the SUB at noon to 12: 50. All interested
\
elderly, was also looked at. Accor- are invited to join.
1

Notice .we said ."Automotive high fidelity" and not "car stereo".
There is a difference. Car stereo sounds, well, like your avera2e
AM radio. On the other hand,"automotive high fidelity" is
just that-a high fide~ity stereo system that is designed for your
automobile. We at Stereocraft only sell automotive hi-fl and

1

yet because of our careful selection of c~mponets it need not
cost anymore than your ave~ge car stereo In ou':' system .

519 the Concord HPL-115 Tun~r/amplifier/Tape Deck has
all the features and specifications found on the best home
:stereo systems. The ADS 30001 loudspeakers are simply the
I

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO RE PA IR
603 No rth Main

925-553 9

best you can buy anywhere at any price.
. ,C ome into .Stereocraft today,listen to tru~ a~tomotive
1

hi-fi and hear the 'difference yourself

-

STORE H<1i "RS:
10::30 - ;) ::30
!C losed

~unday)
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HOW TO WRITE A TERM
ASC CURBSTONE will present a
PAPER will the be subject of a · forum on Abortion and the Right to
workshop sponsored by Phi Alpha Life Amendment, with speakers
Tpeta, the history department from the National Abortion Rights
honor society today between 2-4 League and the Human Life
p.m. in Shaw-Smyser 105.
organization April 21 at noon in the
SUB pit.
"WILDERNESS AND UTOPIA"
is the topic of a pholosophy colloTHE U.S. MARINE CORPS will
quium by Chester z. Keller, April have representatives on campus
22 at 7:30 in the Language & . May 4-5inBarge105 and the SUB.
Literature building lounge.
SPRING QUARTER GRADUATION APPLICATIONS will be acA COMPARABLE WORTH
cepted in the Registrar's office unPANEL DISCUSSION will be held
til April 13. If you are planning to
April 28 at 12 noon in Sam's Place
complete degree requirements
in the SUB. Gale LaCompte from
summer quarter but wish to parAffirmative Action will discuss af~
ticipate in commencement this
firmative action's role in the issue,
spring, apply in the Registrar's ofand Peggy Holmes will moderate
fice now. Summer grads will be
the hour-long discussion.
allowed to participate in commencement on a space available
basis only.
TH.E SCHOLASTIC ALLAMERICAN Selection Committee
FALL
1981
S11 UDENT
is now accepting applications for
the 1981 spring semester. Students TEACHING APPLICATlONS are
still being accepted. The\cteadline
who are active in scholastic
has passed, but the Offi~ of Stuorganizations and who perform
dent Teaching is still accepting apwell in class are asked to join. Inplications. No guarantees will be
terested students can send a self·
made, however, as to assignments
addressed stamped envelope to
in preferred areas or schools. For·
Application, Scholastic Allmore information contact the ofAmerican, Administrative Offices,
fice of Student Teaching, DepartP.O. Box 237, Clinton, New York,
ment of Education or call 963-3426.
13323.
REPRESENTATIVES FROM
THE FOLLOWING SCHOOl.S will
be at the Career Planning and
Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign up
schedules are posted one week to
the day, prior to the arrival of the
interviewers: April 24, Longview
School District, Group MeetingAdvance sign up, SUB 204-205, 10
a.m.; April 30, Public Schools Personnel Coop, _:Group MeetingAdvance sign .up, Black 106, 1: 15
p.m.

1 h rM " a ?l'.l r. tc, L e :1+
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A SUMMER TRIP TO NEW
YORK is planned for all interested
in meeting with top corporate executives, evening entertainment
on Broadway, and possible job connections. Trip will be from June
16-23. Contact Alan af 925-1335 for
more information.
A GAY STUDENT SUPPORT
GROUP has been formed on campus. Persons interested should con.tact Dr. Don Wise at the Counseling Center, 963-139i. The atmosphere of the group will be nonthreatening and completely confidential.

THE WASHINGTON HOME
ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Student Member Section thanks all
who supported their bake sale
April 15 in tbe SUB. The money
raised will aid in the expenses of
the spring convention in Vancouver later this month. The next
SMS meeting will be held April 29
at 3 p.m. in Michaelson 126. All
Home Ed., Nutrition and Fashion
Merchandising majors are encouraged to attend.

THE OFFICE OF TESTING
AND EVALUATION has moved
from Sue Lombard to Bouillon 233.
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
are available in the new Army
ROTC program at CWU. Awarded ·
solely on merit, the scholarships
cover full tuition, textbooks, lab
fees and up. to $1000 per year. For
more information call or drop by
Peterson Hall 101, ~3518.

I

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last
quarter at Central inust make an
appointment for an exit interview.
Call 963-3546.

CENTRAL'S EIGHTH ANNUAL
APPLICATIONS FOR 1981-82
JOB F Am will be April 22, open to
FINANCIAL AID are· available in
all students, faculty and staff
Barge Hall 209. Students applying
members, in the SUB ballroom
at
Central should have completed
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.in. You can
the
Financial Aid Form and the
meet Northwest employers on an
Central
application by March 15.
JUNIOR,
SENIOR
AND
informal basis to discuss career
Applications
received after that
GRADUATE
JOURNALISM
possibilities.
STUDENTS can apply for $825 in date will still receive full conscholarships from the Western sideration but awards to late apSUMMER JOB OPENING AP- Washington chapter of the Society plicants will depend on availability
PLICATIONS for college students of Professional Journalists, Sigma of funds after awards have been
interested in work in their career Delta Chi, until April 20. The ap- made to "on time" applicants.
fields, as well as applications for plicat_ions are available in the · Undergraduate students are, also
fall scholarships are now available CWU Mass Media department. For required to apply for Basic Educaby sending a self-addressed more information contact Julie tional Opportunity Grants. The
envelope to The Scholarship Bank, Emery, Society of Professional Basic Grant application is inlcuded
10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite Journalists, 217 Ninth Ave. N., .on the .College Scholarship Ser750, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
vices' Financial Aid Form.
Seattle, WA 98109.

THE U.S. AIR FORCE will have
THE FOLLOWING FIRMS will representatives on campus for inhave representatives at the Career terviews April 23-29. Sign-up in adPlanning and Placement Center to vance at Barge 105.
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
STUDENT TEACHING AND
week prior to the interview date,
and brochures are available. April : OPTION C applications for next
23, Thom McAn Shoes; 4pril 23, fall, winter and spring quarters
Calgon; April 28, Jay Jacobs; will be accepted according to the
April 30, Seattle First National following schedule: fall, Feb. 20 Bank; April 30, U.S. Air Force. March 20; winter, May 18-August
Detailed job openings are 21 ; spring, Nov. 20 - Deeps.
available at the Placement Center.

Bui" t-\a ssa n 1..vc<"a ;s c -1· nc.

~u.r\·~
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YMCA C~MP DUDLEY has
positions available for summer
jobs as cabin counselors, an arts
and crafts director, and caiµp
nurse or paramedic. Apply ; at
Yakima YMCA youth dept. or contact Sue at 925-3678 Mon. thru Fri.
between 8-5 by May 1.

'.CC':>.

,.
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3 Crier staffers honored

1

Three Campus Crier staff Oregon. Areas of competition in
members have won the 1980 Jour- the Scholastic Journalistm Contest
nalism Excellence award included photos, newsreporting,
presented ~Y the Washington Press sports, editorials, educational afAssociation.
fairs, . features, creative writing,
Jan Richards (Editor) and investigative reporting, arts and
Kevin Marketon were awarded se- entertainment and columns.
cond place finishes; each in the Editor ·Richards has also been
Arts and Entertainment and Col- recognized by the Society of Proumns categories with their articles. fessional Journalists Sigma Delta
entitled, "Rock and Roll History Chi and the the Women in ComProbed" and "One of Wonder's munications Irie. (WCI) for work
Best Efforts," respectively. done up to January of this year.
Charles Kakeeto-Lwanga won first Former Editor Sheila Counplace in the features category with tryman also received awards from
his article, "Uganda After·Amin." the WCI and Society of ProfesThe three were among approx- sional Journalists. Countryman,
imtely 120 winners selected from now with the Wenatchee World,
over 720 article entries in two recieved her awards in the
distcinct divisions · - col- newswriting category for her artilege/university, and high school - cle entitled, ''Atlanta's bridge(s)
from throughout Washington and falling down.''
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·There's.ins and outs to 'yard sailing'
Somehow in this time of rapid inflation it seems ridiculous to pay
Of the Campus Crier
retail prices when you might be
It's getting toward spring, I able to find what you need at those
know it. With Sprµtg come the indecently low yard-sale prices.
Early Saturday morning, ads in
most wonderful yard sales. I'll admit it, I'm a fanatlc yard "sale-or" hand, I set out. "Yard sale, Sat.
Yard sailing, or more properly, Sun. 9-5" followed by a five-line adbut no less correctly, yard sale-ing dress flashes by the car window. I
is one of the fastest growing sports guess that veteran yard sailors
must be able to ·read about 300
in America.
words per minute.
•
Slowly, of its own accord, the
steering wheel turns, homing in on
the faint track of possible
treasures.
Yard sating. is time-consuming,
but it can be viewed as one of the
best ways to see homes that might
be up for sale soon. Moving sales
are the best for that, though.
The smell of musty books and the
cmcano Cultural Week will be
celebrated April 20-24 on campus. · sound of triumphant whispers
'Look, I found a Rosevell' add texSponsored by the CWU American
ture to the scene. Sometimes you
Chicano Organization (MEChA)
meet the oddest characters.
the week will include cultural
Like the lady who marched off
educational events.
triumphantly with the ugliest lamp
Entertainment will consist of
that I've ever seen in my life.
traditional folkloric dances, music
One surprise benefit is that the
and art. A Mexican food sale has ·
regulars get to know each other,
also been planned in the SUB
and are usually friendly. I was askYakima Room Tuesday at 10 a.m.
ed once if I'd been ill the past
The third annual CWU Chicano
weekend because I didn't go to the
recruitment conference convenes
sales.
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
It's sort of a test of nerves and
Sixty high school freshmen from
driving
ability. You'd be amazed
throughout central Washington are
how nimbly some of those older
scheduled to attend the conladies can negotiate a tricky
ference, designed to gear up
driveway
with their Lincolns.
Chicano and Mexican-American
That's after choosing what sale
students for higher education.
to go to, which is like betting on the
Freshman students from
fifth race at Santa Anita. If you
Othello, Grandview, Royal City,
choose the wrong one you may
Pasco, Sunnyside, and Washington
Jr. High in Yakima will attend the
conference, filled with department
tours, films and speakers reinforcing the importance of education
and Chicano cultural awareness.
"Dia de los Ninos" (Children's
Day) on Thursday features a
Rainier High School senior Pam
pinata for treats at noon in the SUB
Wendler is the 1981 recipient of the
Pit.
Friday's schedule begins at noon Hal Wolf scholarship to CWU. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
with "Dia de los Chicana"
(Woman's Day) providing Wendler of Rainier, Wendler was
chosen for her aptitude and skills
speakers about opportunities for
in the field of business·administraChicana women and role changes.
Sunday concludes the week with tion.
An honor student, Wendler cura bilingual mass given by Father
rently
plans on a double major at
Mario Salazar of Sunnyside, at 7
Central in foreign language · and
p.m. in the Grupe Center on rambusiness administration. She will
pus.
enter
the University as a freshman ·
Students and community are inin September.
vited to participate in Cultural
Wendler became interested n
Week events. For more informabusiness
administration while i
tion, contact MEChA president
tending Business Week 1979, an anHomero Capetillo or MEChA adnual CWU summer event designed
visor, Manuel Padilla at 963-2131.
By PATRICIA REED

cwu Chicano
week slated

April 20-24 ·

miss out on the best treasures terested to not buy the item, and up
elsewhere because someone else goes the price.
has probably gone there first.
Clothing is vital too. By the way,
The worst tragedy that can second hand clothing can be probefall a veteran yard-sailor is ar- fitable if you know what certain
riving too late. The true veterans dealers are looking for. What
arrive at least an hour before the you're wearing has a value too.
scheduled time for the sale to open,
I pity the poor novice sailor who
on the first day of course. Some tries to dicker down for an item
even call to visit the house the day marked at $3 when he or she is
before to try to get some treasures wearing a $30 sport shirt, . $50
in rett1rn for a slightly higher pants, and several gold rings. The
price.
best way is to be friendly, look neat
And what does the sailor do with but not rich, and don't look like it's
the hard-won prizes? Some are an absolute necessity.
placed among the ancient
Selling treasures can be a proheirlooms, while others are traded blem, which is why the veteran
or sold to antique dealers.
doesn't buy unl'ess they know they
Of course, .being a student, I'm
just trying to furnish my modest 1
abode for a reasonable sum. A lit-: I
tle return on an investment doesn't
'
hurt either.
Knowledge is truly the key. If . ;
you know what specific items a
dealer wants, you're likely to make
Phi Delta Kappa professional
some money. Not much usually,
but some. Books help too. Most educatiors' assocation honored two
sailors have at least one copy of an · local citizens at a banquet April 7.
Mary Jean Potter was named
antique manual as dog-eared as
1981 Educator of the year at the
the family bible.
April 8 dinner meeting at
Oddly enough, the most ugly
Ellensburg's Holday Inn. Currentitems may be the most valuable to
ly completing her doctorate t
a collector. Some pieces of
Washington
State University, PotRosevell (a type of ceramic) look
ter
has
taught
first grade at
like no one in their right mind
Ellensburg's Lincoln Elementary
would display such a monstrosity,
School for the past 12 years.
but they're valuable, to the right
Robert Fraser, deputy properson.
secuting attorney for Yakima and
Dickering is the most fun by far.
Spokane Counties, member of the
And it's not easy. You have to be
Ellensburg School Board for 11
able to size up the intended victim
years and past school board chairwithout really looking at them.
man, was named Citizen of the
That would mean you're too inYear.

can sell it. Most dress in expensive
clothes. That way it looks like
they're just trying to get rid of
some antiques left by their grandparents, the ones with the mansion.
Veterans always take identification too. By state law, dealers are
required to identify who sold them
an item in case it turns up on a
stolen property list.
It pays to take some time to look
around at the local shops and find
out just what sort of thing they do
buy, and if they're buying at all.
Some dealers buy only from acertain source.
If .it sounds like fun-good saleing.

p

otter Fraser· honored
• banquet.
at ed ucat1on
Both recipients will have $25
donated in their name to the charity of their choice, ._(!cording to
PDK Presient Jim Applegate.
Potter was cited for the development of a unique educational program stressing parent involvement in the classroom, for her expertise in the area of classroom
curriculum centers, and her
teaching at CWU and at school
district's inservice programs
throughout the state.
Fraser, a member of the law firm
Dano, Cone, Fraser & Gilreath,
was lauded for his leadership in
community YMCA, Kiwanis, Community Chest, Chamber of Commerce and church activities.

Wendler receives Hal Wolf scholarship
to inform Washington high school
students and teachers about the
private enterprise system.
"Business Week was the best experience I have had; it helped me
decide what to do with my life,"
said Wendler, who will return to
the Ellensburg campus in August
to participate in Business Leadership , Week, a program which provides in-depth studies of our
economic system to Business Week
graduates.
The Hal Wolf scholarship, which
is awarded to a student who has attend Business Week, provides full
CWU tuition for one year (currently $618) plus a · $60 allowance for

textbooks each quarter.
\
.The Wolf scholarship was extablished in 1979 by corporations
and individuals in the Washington
business community to honor Hal
Wolf, Business Week's co-founder.
Business Week is a program of
the Association of Washington
Business, CWU and the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Wolf, a life-long resident of the .
Yelm area, is a graduate of the ~
University of Puget Sound, a ·
former member of the Washington
House of Representative, and the
director of the Washington Statf:
Food Dealers Association.

PAM WENDLER

FAST DRIVE-UP BANKING•
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Harrassment---From page one

complaint. A lot .of times that's ing on for centuries. All of a sudden
enough to make the person stop." it's against the law. It's hard for
If the offender refuses to cease some people to change.''
and decist, Lecompte said, exNor are women immiine from
treme measures will be taken, in- harassing men. "Women can sexlcuding the firing of the guilty par- ually harass men,'' Lecompte said.
. "That is not usually the case,
ty, but only as a last resort.
''We try and handle things like 1owever, as power is more often in
this in house, in a quiet and the hands of men."
discreet manner.
An employer who knows about
While it is rare, it is also possible someone in their hire who is sexfor one student to sexual harass ually harassing someone and
another, which would also come doesn't do anything about it is
under the Affirmative Action libel, Lecompte said, "And if an
guidelines as well as the new employer doesn't know - and
policy·
shollld have - then again he is
We usally think of it (sexual libel. That's one of the reason's for
· harassment), as being someone the policy."
with a little power over a person,
In an overview, Garrity likens
but it can be somebody who doesn't ·the need for the policy as an indicahave power over someone - other tion of the stae of our present societhan just making life miserable for ty.
someone," Lecompte said.
"It's kind of a sad commentary
"And if that part of their life has that you have to give so much
to do with a person's earning a liv- energy to a policy matter that most
ing - either now or in the future - of us take for granted, but those
then it becomes sexual harass- are the facts of life these days," he
ment."
said. "All this work to state what
Part of the problem in getting we said in simpler, truer, clearer
women to report an incident, terms a long, long time. ago. And
Lecompte said, is that a woman were not saying anything all that
who has been the victim of un- much different."
wanted sexual attention by an
employer or a fellow worker
somehow feels that she is responsible for the harasser's action, which
Campus Digest News Service
is not the case.
"People who sexually harass
If traveling is high on your list of
other people usually do it as a part requirements for 'a job, the best
of their lifestyle," she said. "lt's field to get into is electrical
not the first time and it won't be engineering. Academians in this
the last.''
field attend more international
Another part of the problem is meetings than any other group, acthe long precedent that has cording to the American Council of
already been set.
Education's study. Mathemati"It's so~ething__that has been go- . cians travel the least.

Like to travel?

McConnell prepares for ope·n ing
By PAT WHITLEY
Of the Campus Crier

The roar of the crowd and the
smell of the grease paint will
permeate the virgin walls of rhe
new McConnell Auditorium
Theatre for the first time April 24
with the "shakedown" performance of Edward Albee's
"Seascape."
"The surprise of the opening will
be if the seating arrives on time,"
said the play's director and drama
department chairman Richard
Leinaweaver.
Leinaweaver, referring to the
movable, compacting padded
seating that will seat the audience
in the yet unnamed ·theatre said
they are on order.
.
The new large square, room-like
theatre, part of the 2.5 to 3 million
remodeling project in McConnell
Hall, will bring the audience in
close proximity to the actors who
use the floor as a stage.
"We'.re crowded," said
Leinaweaver of Central's already
two existing theatres. He said
maximum use could be made of
the new theatre.

1981CIVIC.

ONLY LOOKS.
LIKEA
SMALLC R.

The new Honda Civic 1300 Hatchback is only
148.0 inches long. So it's easy to maneuver in traffic.
And parking was never so simple.
Yet inside there's surprising space for passenger
comfort, atli well as baggage.
This is what the simple life is all about.

The expanded and remodeled
building will allow unlimited
freedom in staging productions
Leinaweraver said. Previously
Central had the most inadequate
drama facitlities-in the state, he
said.
Enhancing the new theatre are
catwalks which span the area
above the audience and the stage
. area, eliminating the need for ladders, reducing the ''milesn of cable
to one sixth the normal amount, encasing it in steel pipes built onto
the catwalk.
The yet unnamed theatre has a
separate lightroom with a new
master dimmer light board and a
separate sound room overlooking
the audience.
- Other facility improvements
found 'in McConnell Hall are intercoms everywhere, including the
actors' private bathrooms; a green
room where actors can greet their
audience after performances complete with refrigerator, stove and
preparation area; and a drafing
room for classes in stage design.
There are rooms for costume construction apd costume storage, fitting roroms for the "four remain-

CWU student dies of
brain ·hemmorhage
By CINDY PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

Blind since the age of 13 as a
result of an operation to remove a
ma.iignant brain tumor, and given
only 12 months to live, Diana Betts
seemed to be doing well in her
freshman year at Central.
But after being ill for the last
several days, the 25-year old
Yakima woman suffered a stroke
and died in her room sometime
Monday. A friend who had stopped
by Bett's room in Hitchcock Hall to

] ' 1he

I

m~mm
make it simplea

ing modest drama students," a
print room for making posters and
advertisements, a new washer and
dryer and improved, expanded
shop for set construction.
Three small "star" dressing
room have been built in addition to
two larger dresing rooms for the
men and womens' chorus.
Previously, Leinaweaver said,
"everything" was made and
stored in the old shop. Costumes
were stored under the stage or
wherever a place could be found,
and actors were forced to put on
makeup at long tabies set up in the
shop.
The old McConnell Auditoruim
Theatre, built in 1936, will receive
new, more spacious seating, · an
elevating floor for the orchestra pit
and some new curtains. Back stage
has been expanded to provide
more wing spacwe, additional
lighting has been purchased, a
remote dimmer switchboard for
lights has been installed and the
theatre has been totally rewired.
Offices have been constructed in
McConnell Auditorium enabling
drama staff to move from their old
offices in Edison Hall.

see how she .was feeling discovered
the deceased lying on her bed at
approximately 5 p.m., Monday.
Kittitas County Coroner Joeseph
Panattoni said the apparent cause
of the death was a hemmorhage of
the brain. Betts had been taking
medication developed by her
surgeons to control hemorrhaging
that occured intermitenly as part
of her illness, according to Barbara Radke, CWU information
specialist.
The death has been listed as due
to natural causes.

AVspecia

$J.50 PITCHERS
Fri & Sat

